
EXCAVATIONS ON THE NORTH SLOPE 
OF THE ACROPOLIS IN ATHENS, 1931-1932 

PLATE XI 

In the first volume of Hesperia a brief report was given of the preliminary inves- 
tigation in the Sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite discovered in the winter of 1930-1931 
on the north slope of the Acropolis in Athens. This first excavation of the site, which 
was confined to the small area occupied by the sanctuary itself, was followed in the 
spring of 1931 by another investigation, likewise on a very small scale. The purpose 
was to test the area in the immediate vicinity in order to seek the solutions to some 
of the problems that arose from the discovery of the sanctuary. This investigation 
was continued in the spring of 1932. As a result of this exploratory digging it became 
apparent that the site was sufficiently important to warrant a more extensive excava- 
tion, which was undertaken in September, 1932, and continued seven weeks.! It is the 
puLrpose of this report to set forth the main results of this work and to discuss in 
a tentative way some of the topographical problems iinvolved. A final study of the 
mass of pottery and of the small finds must be deferred until the whole area has been 
cleared. All the inscriptions discovered in the excavation to date, most of which have 
probably come down from the Acropolis, and a few unpublished fragmeents found 
elsewhere, will be included in this report. 

I take pleasure in expressing my obligation to Professor Edward Capps, tllrough whose continued 
interest in tha work the necessary funds were provided, and to Messrs. K. Kourouniotes alnd N. Kyparissis 
for granting the permission to excavate the area. To Dr. Kourouniotes, who visited tlhe place several 
times during the progress of the work, I amn indebted for valuable lielp on several occasions, and for 
many suggestions for the soltutions of the variotis problems. He also catused the water channel to be 
made (seen in Fig. 1) at the expense of the Ministry of Edtication in order to divert the water which 
pours through the Acropolis wall above the excavated area duriing heavy rains. Through Dr. Kourotiniotes 
I was also able to secure the efficient service of the architect Mr. John Tra vlos, who made the plan 
published in plate XI. In the field work I was assisted during a few days of absence by Mr. Arthur Parsons, 
Misses Dorothy Hill and Licy Shoe, and by Mrs. Broneer. The inventoly of the finds was made by 
Mrs. Broneer and Miss Catharine Harwood. The foreman dturing the first preliminary investigations was 
Stavros Monephoros, whose services were kindly offered me by Dr. Kyparissis. During the longer campaign 
in the fall of 1932 Mr. John Apostolopoulos was foreman. Most of the photographs were made by 
Mr. H. Wagner, and a few by Mr. A. Petritsis. Figures 8, 13, 57, 59, 90, 91 are from drawings by 
Mr. V. Peschke. The drawing for figure 9 was made by Mr. Joseph Shelley and those for figures 19 
and 48 by Miss Elizabeth i)ow. 
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330 OSCAR BRONEER 

THE SITE 

The excavated area (Plate XI, Fig. I) has a width of approximately thirty metres 
from the row of modern houses on the north to the Acropolis wall on the south. On 
the west side it extends as far as the Sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite, where the 
spur of the Acropolis rock projects almost to the modern houses, leaving a space of 
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Fig. 1. Thie Excavatioii Seeii frorn the Acropolis Wa]1 

ca. 5 in., now closed by an iron fence wvith a double gate.' Towarcl thle east thle 
excav-ation is limited by another rocky spur wvhere the houses are built close to the 
rock. Thle distance from east to west measures ca. 60 m. 

I In order to prev-ent, tlle squlatters wlio live ill the boulses belowv tlle site from takving stonles oult of 
tlle excavation and from filling tlle place wvith rub)bish the whole area luixs now been closed off by a bigh 
wall (seen in Figs. 1 and 2) toward the nortli and by an iron fence towvard tlle west. On the east side thc 
rock is so steep that only withl great- danger or withl tllc use of ladders i.s it possil:le to approacb fi-om 
tllat side. Tlle key to the iron gate on the west side is kept b)y the guaird at tlle entr.ance to tl)e Acropolis 
wblo will openi to admnit visitors iipon applicatioii. 
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Before the work began most of this area was buried under a( deep layer of modern 
fill thrown down from the excavations on the Acropolis. By far the most laboriotus 
part of the work was the removal of this dump, which in places reached a depth of 
more than 3 in. By m:ieans of two cars and track, borrowed from the excavations in 
the Greek Agora, the greater part of this earth was removed to a point some eighty 

10_ 
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particularly in the lower area, the dpit war thpelessin 

later sherdIs and coins mixed with classical and prehistoric objects were found at all 
levels. This confusion was probably caused to somie extent by illicit digging for anti- 

quities, which seems to have been carried on here in the latter part of the last 

century. Furthermnore, the slope of the hill, which in places is so steep that the ascent 
23* 
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is very difficult, has naturally added to the confused condition of the dleposit. During 
heavy rains the water collecting on the upper slope forms rivulets which cut through 
the deposit and carry the earth with its contents down the hill. The objects from this 
mixed accumulation, though in some cases important in themselves, give us little infor- 
mation about the history of the site. Fortunately, in some places, especially in the 

i.~~~~A 

Fig. 3. Lower Area fr-om the East 

upper area, the deposit under the modern dump prov ed to be quite undisturbed, and 
there it was possible to study the various strata of accumulation. 

The whole site is divided naturally from east to west into three narrow sections, 
which will be referred to as the lower area, the middle area, and the upper area. The 
lower area (Figs. 2 and 3), varying in width between seven metres at the east end andI 
about eighteen metres near the west end, is divided from the middle area by a sheer 
cliff cauised by the breaking away of the lower ledge of rock. Some of the broken 
pieces of rock remain close to the cliff forming caves and subterranean passages; others 
have rolled down the hill. The numerous rock-cut niches, and, in fact, all traces of 
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occupation dating from the classical period hitherto discovered are confined to the lower 

area. The western half and a small corner at the east end of the area are still unexcavated 
(see Plate XI and Fig. 3). The middle area (Fig. 1) is rough and steep and appears never 

to have been occupied. At its upper edge is a row of rough stones caused by the breaking 

up of a projecting ledge, which divides the upper from the middle area. Of the upper 

area (Figs. 1 and 23) only the west end has been cleared. It consists of a narrow defile 

between the upper slope of the Acropolis rock and the row of broken stones already 

Fig. 4. Marble Relief of Eros lil S E ......! 
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refered o.Tis narro passaget, whic in places aswiened5 byrisin theground 

ThFrmryojc.oh 4x o was to iErst t s t of E a 

Aphrodite and the immediate vicinity in order to discover, if possible, some objects that 

would throw further light on the cults of the two deities. The excavation in the sanctuary 
itself, which was published in the first report, yielded few objects that could be connected 

with the cult. But in the spring of 1932 a small area (Plate XI, Z) was cleared to the 

northwest of the sanctuary. The accumulation of earth proved to be very deep, in the 

northeast corner ca. 4.30 in., and at the bottom of this fill close to stereo were found a 

small deposit of votive terracotta figurines and a fragment of a marble relief. There can 

be little doubt that both the relief and the figurines came from the sanctuary, and as 

such they deserve our especial attention. 
The relief (Fig. 4) measures 0.12 m. in width and ca. 0.035 m. in thickness. Both the 

top and the bottom are missing but the original height must have been at least about 

0.20 i. The marble shows signs of burning, especially on the back of the slab. The 
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fig,ure is preserve(d from below the navel to slightly above the knees. It represents a 
nude boy in profile to the right. The relief is very low, the details are carefully rendered, 
and the workmiianship, so far as can be judged from the small fragment, is comparatively 
good. Some red color still remains on the figure, and the background showed clear 
traces of bltue whichi, unfortunately, faded as soon as the surface was thoroughly dry. 
The slightly stooping attitude of the figure can best be explained on the assumption that 

Fig. 5. Figuiries from Sanctuary Deposit 

a winge(l Eros was represente(l. The addition of the wings to a standing figrure necessitates 
a stooping, or leaning- attitude, since the wvings would otherwise disturb the balancee so 
as to make the figure appear to lean backward.' Moreover, at the back of the fig-ure 
just below the break a slight projection in the marble is preserved wh'ich at first sighit 
looks like a satyr's tail. It is highly probable, hiowever, that this is the lower edge of 
the wings which were probably stretched upward as if the figure were just alighting or 
taking flighit. A staituette of Eros, probably from the Athenian Acropolis, was published 

F For a discussion of this fact see Broiieer, Uniiv. of Calif. Putbl. in Cl. Arich. 1930, 1, 2, pp. 81ff. The 
suiecess with wvlich the scullptors stueceeded in balancing the wiings by mneans of various poses is best 
illutstrated by the figures of the Nike parapet. 
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by C. T. Seltiman a few years ago.' The wings, as restored by him, are sickle-shaped, 
and the statuette is doubtless much earlier than our relief. But even the later type of 
wings, as represente(I on red-figured vases, often comes down as low as does the projection 
on the relief.2 It is difficult to establish the (late of our fraoment, but the type of relief 
andl the rencdering of the muscles are strongly suoggestive of Hellenistic work. The relief 
was dliscoveredl in a pocket of earth ca. 2.50 in. northeast of niche 20,3 and with it was 
found the fragment of an inscription (No. 11) from the 
late fiftlh century. 

The deposit of terracotta figurines was discovered 

close to stereo some two metres east of the place where 
the relief was found. The earth directly above the 
deposit had been disturbed in recent times. Late sherds 
with green glaze were found with the figurines. The 
greater part of the deposit had probably been removed 

before, and the fragments which we found may have 
been rejected as useless. No complete figure can be 
put together from the numerous existing pieces. A great 
deal of ash andl carbonized matter was mixed with the 

deposit, and most of the terracotta fragments show 
signs of burning. There is a great variety among the 
figures, but all the types, so far as they can be identified, 

are suitable as dedications in a sanctuary of Eros and 
Aphrodite. Most of them represent boys (Figs. 5 b-g, 

i, j and 6 b), but some appear to be draped female 

figures (Figs. 5 h and 6 a). Two of the male figures are 

represented as playing the double flute (Fig. 5 i and j). 
The figurines were covered with an opaque white paint 
on which other colors were applied. Apart from the figurines the deposit contained 

numnerous knuckle bones, also badly burned, one ointment bottle (Fig. 6 d) and one 

fragmentary lamp (Fig. 6 c). The bottle is made of a dark gray clay with white bands 

arouind the neck. The lamp, which is an early specimen of a moulded Hellenistic type,4 

L 

Fig. 6 Ob ects fron Sanetiay 
Deposit 

B. S. A. XXVI, 1923-25, p. 94, fig. 4 and pl. XIII. The statuette is reported to have been found in 
Athens, and Seltman advances arguments to connect it with a cult of Eros on the Acropolis. Now that a 
sanctutary of Eros has been discovered directly below the Acropolis it seems more reasonable to assuime 
that the small poros statuette came from there. 

2 Cf. Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zeich. der Gr. lll, p. 101, No. 351; Beazley, Attic B. F. Vases in Anm. Mus, p. 188, 
fig. 117; Kraiker, Rotfig. Att. Vasen Arch. Inst. IIeidelberg, pl. 47, No. 230; de Ridder, Vases Fleintts, pls. XXVI, 
907, XXVIII, 940; Robinsoni-Harecum-Iliffe, Gk. Vases in Ontario Mtus., pl. LXVII, 383; Tillyard, The Hope 
Vases, pls. 31, No. 217, and 40, No. 287; and especially H. MIesserschmidt, Rom. Mitt. XLVII, 1932, 
p. 145, fig. 6. 

3 Hesperia I, 1932, p. 40, fig. 8. 
4 Cf. Broneer, Corintth IV, ii, Teerracotta LamRps, pp. 61 ff., Type XVIII. 
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should probably be dated rather early in the second century B.C., and the terracotta 
figurines seeii to belong to about the sanme period. 

In the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite, which was excavated in 1931, the earth has 
been thrown back and the whole place leveled off (Fig. 7). The ground level of Greek 
times, which rose gradually toward the south and 
west is determined by the rock-cut path and by the 
level of the niches.' This ground level has been 
reestablished (cf. Fig. 7 with Ilesperia I, 1932, p. 39, 
fig. 7), and some trees, which had to be removed 
from other parts of the excavation, are now growing 
in the sanctuary. 

From the southwest corner of the sanctuary, 
entrance is gained through a niarrow passage into 
a natural cave (Plate XI and Fig. 1). At the west 
end, where the top has fallen in, the cave is now 
open to the sky, buit the eastern half is covered. 
The open part was completely filled with earth 
and stones, most of which proved to be a modern 

Fig. 8. Votive shield from the Cave 

fill. The cave proper, to judge from recent traces of fire, seems to have been occupied 
in modern times before the whole area was buried under the dump fromn the Acropolis. 
Very few objects of importance were discovered in the cave, the most noteworthy being 
a small votive shield of soft white stone (Fig. 8). It is oval in shape, measuring 
0.06 m. X 0.044 m. On the convex side, which has an outer flat rim, are traces of pink 

a Fig. 9. Figurine from East End of Cave 

color. The reverse is perfectly flat. Fragments of undecorated terracotta shields were 
also found in the same place. At the east end there is a second entrance into the cave. 
Here a figurine of an unusual type was discovered. It represents a sleeping baby 
with his knees drawn up and his head resting on his hands (Fig. 9). The face is par- 
ticularly well miiodeled. The whole figurine measures only 0.065 m. in length. The fine 

slip, once covered with white paint, has peeled off in places, but otherwise the figure is 

I Cf. Mesperia I, 1932, pp. 37-39. 
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initact. The date can hardly be earlier than the end of the third century B.C, but I 
have been unable to find any exact parallels. The excellent state of preservation makes 
it highly probable that the figurine came down with the d6bris from the Acropolis. If, as 
seemns likely, the cave was used in connection with some cult, the figurine and the shiel(d 
must be votive objects dedicated to the deity. Both would be fitting dedications in a 

_@ 
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l'ig. 10. Ariea E'ast of Cave, Showing Fallen Rock 

shrine of Eros, and it is not unlikely that the ca- e was in some way connected witl 
the sanctuarv fartlher west. 

During the work in this region a large piece of rock broke away' at the opening of 
the cave on the right side as one enters from the east. This fallen rock has somne 
cuttings (Fig. 10) on the side toward the entrance of the cave. There is a (dressed surface 
(Fig. 10 x), measuring ca. 0.55 m. X 0.30 m., an(I below are two dowel holes. A large 
stone (Plate XI, 9), directly below the cuttings just described, has been dressed off horizontally 
at the top. Apparently some object resting on the horizontal beddilng of the stone was 

I It was not discovered that the rock vas in danger of falling until it actually began to move, and 
nothing could then be done to keep it from slipping down. 
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doweled to the vertical side of the rock at the very mouth of the cave. It is imnpossible 
fromn the cuttinigs to (letermine the nature of the object, but more than half of the narrow 
entranice must have been blocked by it. 

The area east of the cave has been excavated as far as the iaeQhrarog inscription' 
(see Plate XI an(d Fig. 2), buit some more digging has to be done here before a final account 

-y. 
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Fig. 11. Group of Nieles at East Side of Excavated Are.a 

caii be giv-eni. About eighteen metres east of the east entrance to the cave there is a 
group of niches wlhich in all probability indicate a second sanctuary (Plate XI. N and 
Figs. 2 and 11). On the face of the rock between this sanctuary and the cave are eight 
imore niches (Figs. 2 and 3, and Plate XI). From their relative levels it is evident that the 
ancienit ground level sloped considerably toward the west. 

Part of this area gave indications of the usual confusion found elsewhere. but 
imminediately in front of the entrance to the cave the Greek deposit appeared to be 

I See Carl Boetticher, Untersuchungen auf dew' Akropolis von Atheni, p. 219; IG. 11, 1077; W. Judeiclh, 
Topographie von Athen (2nd ed.), p. 181; Hesperia 1, 1932, p. 37. 
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undisturbed. It contained a large number of fragmentary figurines, most of them 

belonging to types well known from the Acropolis, and probably thrown down from there. 

Some good black-figured sherds and a few red-figured fragments also came to light in 

the lower area. The most noteworthy of the sherds is a small piece of a large black- 

figured vase (Fig. 12). Below a tongue pattern in black and purple are preserved parts 

of four figures facing to the left. In front is a nude male figure with his right arm 

extended. With the left arm he embraces a woman dressed in a checkered chiton, the 

corner of which is held up in the man's hand. They appear at first sight to be standing 

in a chariot, but the woman's right arm is behind the man and the two are interlocked 

Fig. 12. Fragment of B. F. Vase 

as in wrestling.' Behind are two men, probably walking. The man in front, who 

carries a spear, is Damas. The name of the second man, which is partly lost, is probably 
Kelainos. The men are rendered in black, but purple is used for the face and neck of 

the man in front. The woman's face and arms are outlined in black, but incised lines 

set off her features from those of the man behind. If white was used for the flesh it 

has all disappeared. That the vase is Attic is shown both by the color of the clay and 

by the Attic alphabet of the inscriptions, but the decoration closely resembles that of 

Corinthian work.' A small fragment of a Corinthian vase found in Corinth a few years 

ago3 is so similar to the fragment from the Acropolis in the rendering of the features, 

1 The position of the two figures is hardly suggestive of wrestling, but other figuires of wrestlers oni 
black-figured vases, kindly brought to my attention by Prof. Edward Fitch, show the combatants in a 
somewhat similar pose, E. N. Gardiner, Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals, pp. 390, fig. 120; 393, fig. 123 left. 

2 Cf. Humfry Payne, Necrocorinthia, pp. 344ff. He dates the vase to which ouir fragment belongs 
about 575 B.c. 

3 T. L. Shear, A. J. A. XXX, 1926, p. 448, fig. 3. 
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particularly the eyes and beard, the use of color and even the shape of the letters that 
the two v ases mnight hav-e been made by the same man. The fragment from Corinth 
is, however, of Corinthian clay and the inscriptions are in the Corinthian alphabet. 

The fragment from our excavation belongs to a well-known vase, large parts of 
which were discovered in the excavatioons on the Acropolis.' The vase was decorated 
with scenes from the funeral games of Pelias. The woi an on our fragment is probably 
Atalai ta who is said to have wrestled with Peleus at the funeral and won the contest.2 

a t f W c d 

e f 
Fig. 13. Bronze Arrow Points 

The other characters cannot so easily be brought into connection with the known myths 
about the funeral games. Damas and Kelainos, who are very little known and that only 
from late sources, do not appear in connection with the Pelias myth. Damuas followed 

Dionysus to Asia and became the founder of DamascuS.3 On coins of Apameia Dionysus 
himself bore the epithet Kelaineus,4 but it is not likely that he would so be called on an early 
Attic vase. It is, of course, possible that two different myths were depicted on the vase, 
and that our fragment is the only piece preserved that deals with the second myth. 

' Graef-Langlotz, Ant. Vas. v. d. Akropolis 1, p. 64, No. 590, and II, pl. 27. Professors Paul Wolters and 
George Oikonomos, who kindly examined the sherd together with the fragments from the A1ropoliB, 
corroborated my opinion that the now sherd is part of the same vase. 

2 Apollodorus 111, ix, 2. 
3 Etyrn. Mag., s. v. DIamaskos. 
I See Roschher's Lexicon, s. V. 
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In the Greek fill east of the cave a remarkably large number of bronze arrow points 
were found. They are of three types. By far the larger number hav-e three ribs projecting 
from a circular socket in which the shaft was fixed (Fig. 13 a-c). A peculiar variation 
of this type (Fig. 13 1d) is triangular in section but has no projecting ribs. The second 
type (Fig. 13 e, f) is flat, having only two ribs. One point of this kind (Fig. 13 f) was 
shot against some hard object and bent out of shape. The third type, of which a single 
specimien (Fig. 13 g) was found, is flat like the preceding but has a small barb on one 
si(le. All the others are without barbs. There is also great v-ariation in size. The poilnts 

... 

..... 

. . . . . 
. 

* . . . . . . 

Fig. 14. Small Stones Set in Mortar 

were fouind in a deposit whiceh contained a large percentage of black-figured vases, 
althougrh in most places some later objects as well came from the sami-e context. It is 
not unlikely that most of them date from the time of the Persian War. It is (liffcleilt 
to suggest any other time when the Acropolis was attackedI by an armiy uising the bow 
and1 arrow to any great extent. 

Among the mnany puzzling- objects which came out of the deposit east of the cave 
are two small stones or pebbles (Fig. 14), ea. 0.09 m. long-, ca. 0.04 m. widle. Onie enid 
of the pebbles is covered with a hard mortar. When first discovered these stones were 
thought to have come from a pebble floor, but were that the case they wouild not project 
so far above the mortar. A similar stone, found in situ toward the end of the camnpaign, 
offers a possible explanation. Slightly north of the east entrance to the cave a niarrow 
cleft in the rock forms a natural, partly covered passage. At the east endi of this 
passage is a cross wall, no more than 1.50 m. in length, and c(a. 0.40 m. in heigrht (Plate XI J, 
Fig. 15 Y)..- It is poorly built of small ston'es, laid in clayey earth, and coveredI bothi in 

I.,.'',, :. 
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front and on the top with a poor stucco, of which only small bits remain. In the top 
of this wall or shelf near the north end was found a pebble of the type described above. 
Some of the mortar in which lit was embedded still adhered to the wall. Several other 
structures of various shapes but built in the same way were found in the near vicinity. 
These are niumbered ac-a on the plan, Plate XI. They rest on loose earth and are so 
poorly built that it is difficult to prevent their disintegration. ,B and y are shown in 

carv(l ut oth ertan coEre with thi stcoOiial it *meaue c. 0.4 in. Xf 3 
and wa >rouhl oalinsae Itprer ed heigt isr only4 abuK 0i uh o 

isaprxmaeyretnglr mesrn a.0.70 in X 0.6 m.. And 0.22m. in heigh.He, 

too, thetpir no a a a lo l 
(Fig. 16), of a different shape. Of ~ only_ some plaster remains, too poorly preservedto 

shwwa haei a. l is buil lie alo curin wal ca 0.2m. hg n .0m 

wide, plastered on top and on the east sidE. Apart from the others toward_the_east 

<~~~~Fg 1.Lw Wal wi '?..th, Imede Pebb le 

aidws oillvoa i lae.Isprsre hegh i-'-sh onyaot0.0i. li h o 

is brokei awy & oehtlre tutr , hc sbito tnsaderh 

show wla'lae thd is bul iea o uvn wallt:, c.02 .hg n .0m 

wide platered ontpado h atsd.Aatfo h tir oadtees 
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is a (Figs. 2 and 3), a small triangular structure built against the scarp of rock. The 
sides are stuccoed, but the top is not preserved. The rock behind has a dressed surface. 
Between a and , is a rectangular box, j, built of tiles (Fig. 2). Its inside measurements 
are: Length, 0.50 m., width, 0.40 m., depth 0.37 m. No cover was preserved and the 
contents were of no interest. 

These puzzling structures' cannot be later than Hellenistic times and may be earlier. 
The fill directly in front of d contained no recognizable objects of Roman date. In it 

Fig. 16 Aea Northeast of Cave, Showing Stuccoed Structures 

were found large fragments of a black-figured skyphos with the figure of two warriors 
playing dice depicted on each side of the vase. Together with these fragments were 
found large parts of two Hellenistic vases with dlecorations in white on a black ground. 
Among the finds from the same vicinity are numerous fragments of a plastic vase 

representing the drunken Dionysus supported by Silenus. It is highly improbable that 

Mr. John Travlos has kindly pointed out to me the analogous use of stlcco in a small Cave above 
the Monastery at Daphni. In this cave, which was used as a shrine, the walls and the sides as well as 
the floor and even the steps leading up to the cave were covered witli a thiin stuceco. 

2 T'hese vases, which have not yet been restored, will be published later together with the rest of the 
pottery from the excavations. 
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these vases came down with the earth from the Acropolis. They may have been thrown 
out of the cave. 

Before suggesting an explanation of the small stuccoed structures it will be necessary 
to describe the sanctuary already referred to at the east end of the lower area (Plate XI, N). 
A large rock on the south side contains six small niches' (Fig. 11), five of which are of 
the usual rectangular type with dowel holes for fastening the votive slabs. But the 

Fig. 17. Votive Cups and Lamp with Many Wick-holes 

cutting to the right in figure 11 is horseshoe-shaped, and in the middle is a circular 

projection. Above are three dowel holes. Obviously this cutting was made for a totally 
different kind of object from those fitted into the other niches. Below the niches are 
smaller cuttings in the rock which may be steps. These niches, grouped close together 
in one place, seem to indicate that a sanctuary of some kind existed here, and this 

supposition is further strengthened by the contents of the fill below the niches. 
The ancient ground level was considerably higher at this point than in the adj'oining 

area toward the west. The difference was made up by a terrace wall still standing to 

aheight of ca. 1 m. (Fig. 2). East of this wall the ground level was raised by an artificial 

I These were observed by Ernst Curtius, cf. Sieben Kacrten zur Topographie vont Athen, pl. 6. 
24 
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fill which contained chiefly prehistoric pottery. But after digging through a layer over 
a meter deep in which no classical remains came to light we came upon a black 
painted cup, almost complete, and one askos-shaped pot of Greek date. Farther east, 
at a still lower level (Plate XI, 0), a large number of small skyphoi (Fig. 17) were discovered, 
which certainly had been thrown out of some sanctuary. They are all of the same shape 
anid of approximately the same size. The average height is ca. 0.05 m. and the diameter 
ca. 0.035 in. Most of them are painted black all over, but a few fragments have a band 
of simple palmettes. Only a small pit was dug where these cups were discovered. Until 
the area east of 0 (Plate XI) is cleared the questions regarding the various ground 
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Fig. 18. Marble Phallos from East Sanctuary 

levels at this point must remain 
unanswered. At a point ca. 6 m. west 
of N in the middle area (Plate XI, M) 
was found a deposit consisting chiefly 
of broken lamps of the corona type. 
They consist of a circular infundibulum 
with several nozzles and with a hole 
in the centre. Some of these lamps 
were of incredible size with two 
or three rows of wick-holes. The 
largest examples had several hundred 
wicks. One lamp of the smaller type 
with fourteen wick-holes at the outer 
edge was found entire (Fig. 17); all the 

others are fragments. It was impossible to determine whether this deposit had come 
down from the Acropolis or had been thrown ouit of the nearer sanctuary just described. 

Since no inscription has been discovered among the niches at N it remains a problem 
to which deity the sanctuary was dedicated. The only hint as to the kind of cult 
practised at this place is given by a chance find in the late fill north of the sanctuary 
directly below the reet&raTo- inscription. This is a phallos of island marble which probably 
was used in connection with some cult in the vicinity (Fig. 18). Although partly broken, 
enough remains to show that it never was attached to a statue or herm. Since it was 
found near the niches at N it is not improbable that it had come from the sanctuary above. 

We know that a large number of primitive cults were housed on the slopes of the 
Acropolis, nearly all of which had to do with fertility and the growth of vegetation. 
Such were the cults of Eros and Aphrodite in the newly discovered sanctuary, and to 
the same class belongs the worship of the daughters of Kekrops. Farther west below 
the Propylaea were the joint shrines of Demeter Chloe, Ge Kourotrophos, and Aphrodite 
Pandemos,' whose cults belong to the same stratum of primitive religion. Other cult 
places in the same category: the Boukoleon, the Bouzygeion, the Field of Hunger, the 

1 See A. D. Keramopoullos, 'AQX. 4EAr. XII, 1929, pp. 73 ff. 
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sanctuary of Zeus Teleios,' and perhaps one of Adonis were apparently located somewhere 
on the north and west slopes, although their exact location is still undetermined. It would 
be a fruitless speculation to try without further evidence to connect any of these with 
the sanctuary discussed above. Yet we are justified in assuming that the unknown deity 
worshiped here belonged to the same class of primitive gods of fertility. A common 
symbol connected with this kind of religion was the phallos. It is not unlikely that the 
horseshoe-shaped cutting in the rock at N was made for the fastening of a large phallos 
of metal, which may have been regarded as the chief symbol of some deity whose name 
we do not know.2 If these conjectures are justified, it may be further suggested that 
some of the curious structures a-Q (Plate XI) in the area west of the sanctuary were 
altars on which some kind of bloodless sacrifices, such as fruit and flowers, were offered. 
The small stones projecting from the top of these altar-like structures are probably also 
phallic symbols. 

Very little is known about the obscure cults that continued to be practised by the 
lower classes of Athenian society after the Maiden Goddess of Reason had been housed 
in her proud temple on the citadel, but there is ample evidence that the enlightened 
leaders of the state did not look with too much favor upon the crude practices connected 
with the worship of these early deities. This is most probably the reason for the decree,3 
which apparently was passed in the year 416/415,4 forbidding, among other things, the 
further erection of altars in the Pelargikon, i.e. on the slopes of the Acropolis, where 
most of the primitive cult places were located. Popular belief was too strong to permit 
the abolition of these early shrines, but at least their further extension was being 
prevented. The continued policy of bringing the religious life of the city in all its 
manifestations- and particularly the revenue accruing from the sanctuaries-under the 
control of the state is doubtless responsible for the passing of this decree and for similar 
restrictions of religious behavior. 

The inscription (Fig. 19), referred to above, which gives the length of a certain 
encircling road, is cut on the face of a large piece of rock to the north of the sanctuary 
at N (Plate XI). It reads: [r]ov zeQetmdvo[v] I TheQ'(ovrI ) 2Qvc,6 ta) aro'deI i/PIII. The 
proposed date is the middle of the fourth century s.c. The lunate sigma would seem 
to indicate a later date, but the pi and the four-bar sigma in the third line point to a 
date as early as the fourth century.5 The nr8Qetdctaog was probably a road encircling the 
citadel at the foot of the steep slope. The approximate distance of a path at the level 

1 For a discussion of these places see W. Judeich, Topographie von Athen, pp. 296 if. 
2 In the Sanctuary of Aphrodite beside the Sacred Way to Eleusis, marble reliefs representing the 

acJooW yvvcwxEco were attached to the rock. Several of these reliefs were discovered by Mr. John 'I'ravlos 
in a recent investigation of the site, others were found during earlier excavations, cf. S. Wide, A;X. 'Ek. 
1910, p. 50, No. 5. 

L IG. 1 76. 
4 Cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, The Archons of Athens, p. 340; B. D. Meritt, Athenian Financial Documnents, p. 172. 
5 Koehler argues for the early date and cites several parallels, I.G. II' 1077, 1152; Ath. Mitt. II, 1877, 

p. 281. Cf. I.G.2 2639; E. Curtius, Atlas von Athen, pp. 20, 21. 
24* 
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indicated by the inscription and by the road on the south side of the Acropolis, west of 
the Theatre of Dionysus, tallies sufficiently well with the measurement given in the 
inscription.' This pathway must have divided the slopes into an upper and a lower 
area, and the division was sufficiently important for the recording of the exact length 
of the path. Since we know that several primitive sanctuaries were located above the 
road it is natural to suppose that the latter served as the boundary of a sacred territory 
which was closed to private use. From this encircling road ascending paths and stairs, 

Fig. 19 h w ccro Iscriptioi 

in some cases cut in rock, lead up to the various sanctuaries above and to the subsidiary 
entrances to. the Acropolis (see Appendix p. 415). 

An attempt was made to find some traces of the ir,eit7raTog itself, but without success. 

Directly in front of the inscription is a late-cistern, the construction of which probably 
caused the destruction of the road at this point. Slightly farther west, at a level 

approximately 0.40 m. below the bottom line of the inscription, were discovered two 
Byzantine column capitals, one late inscription (No. 39), and several coarse pots of 
Byzantine times. The ground level, as shown by the inscription and by two,niches cut 
in the face of the rock farther west (Fig. 2), must have been approximately the same in 

1 E. Curtius, 1. c. 
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ancient times as later. The lines of the inscription slope up toward the west, and the 
relative height of the two niches likewise indicates a rise in level.' It seems probable 
that the reedtmaroQ proper followed the slope of the hill westwardly and that a path 
branching off at the inscription led southward toward the sanctuary at N (Plate XI). 
The wall which still remnains west of the sanctuary is probably later than the niches. 

a 

Fig. 20. Seated Figure from the Erechtheum Frieze 

In order to find traces of the path that must have led up to the Aglaurion from the 

MrBee&raTroQ a small trench was dug at a point between the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite 
and the subterranean entrance to the Acropolis west of the Erechtheum. No trace of 
the path was found, but in the trench among a large number of marble fragments was 
discovered the lower part of a seated female figure (Fig. 20 a and b) from the frieze of 
the Erechtheumn. The smooth back with traces of a dtowel hole, the size of the figure, 
and its resemblance in general to the existing figures of the frieze, makes the identification 
certain. The surface is badly worn, but clear traces of red color still remain in the 

I In figure 19 the line at the bottom indicates the present ground level which is probably the approximate 
level of the ancient path. 
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fol(ds of the drapery. The figure, which is seate(d on a rock, was seeni in half profile 
facing left.' Another small fragment of a female figure fromn the Erechtheuml frieze 
(Fig. 21) came to light in the lower area east of the cave. Only part of the left arml 
and the left breast are preserved, but the flat back with dowel holes, and the size of 

Fig.~~~ ~ ~ 21 rg+eto eaeFgr 

froi- Eecthuni riz 

the figure are certain indications that it belonigs to 
the frieze. 

In the miiiddle area (Fig. 1) nothing of iinportanice 
cainie to light except the deposit of lamp fragmnents 
at M (Plate XI) which has been im-entioned in coniiiection 
with the East Sanctuary. In soime pockets on the 
rocky slope abov-e the cave a few inscriptions an(d 
some goo(d pieces of pottery were discovered but 
these are inci(lental fin(ds which will be discussed in 
their proper cointext. 

In the upper area only the west side has been 
excavated. The chief reason for inclu(ling this area 
in the excavation was the attemipt to fin(d ini(lications 
of the date of the postern gate which once existed 
at this point. The location of the sanctuaries (lirectly 
below muight give rise to the opinion that an enitrance 
continued to exist here throughout classical tiimies, 
which served as a means of direct connection between 
the Acropolis an(d the sanctuaries. The results were 
negative so far as the Greek period is concerned, but 
a most welcomiie a(ddition to our knowledge of the 
Acropolis in the Bronize Age was made by the clearinig 
of this area. 

Close to the Acropolis wall an immliense heap of 
debris of miioderni tiines had to be cleared away before 
the ancient (leposit was reached. Several imnportant 
fragimients of inscriptions, somne figurines, and a con- 
siderable nuimiber of black-figured potsherds were 

found(I here. The usual conifusion of Greek and prehistoric sher(ds with Byzantine, Turkish 
an(d modlerni objects, was observed in somiie places of this area, particularly along the 
north edge, but at other points the classical (leposit was definitely separated from the 
prehistoric. The Greek pottery is preponderantly black-figured. This is probably explained 
by the fact that some of the debris fromii the destruction- by the Persians (the " Perserschutt ") 
was thrown down from the Acropolis when the place was leveled off. Between this fill 

1 Trhere are several seated figures among the known fragments of the frieze. One of these (H. N. Fowler, 
in. the Erechtheutm, pl. XLLV, No. 82) resembles the new piece, but the two figures face in opposite directions. 
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and the prehistoric deposit a more or less definite strosis could be observed in a few 
places. There was no trace of a geometric deposit, in fact the number of geometric 
sherds from the whole excavation is so small as to be almost negligible. The most 
abundant, and certainly the most important, pottery from this place is the late Mycenaean. 

The Acropolis wall at this point dates 
from Byzantine times or later. This is a 
well-known fact, but never before has the 
outer face of the wall been cleared down 
to the lowest courses. It is remarkable 
that every stone of the ancient Greek 
wall was removed before the later wall 
was built in this place' (Fig. 22). This 
being the case, the arguments for the 
existence or non-existence of a postern 
gate here in Greek times must be based 
on observations from the area immediately 
outside the wall. The slope is here so 
steep that if an en-trance through the 
wall existed there must have been a 
stairway leading up to it. But, although 
the Mycenaean steps were found com- 
paratively well preserved, no trace 
whatever was found of a Greek stairway. 
Large boulders, which had probably rolled 
down from the Cyclopean wall, rested 
directly upon the Mycenaean deposit, 
and these would hardly have been left 
as they fell if a stairway had existed 
here in Greek times. Although a con- 
tinuation of the excavations farther 
down the hill may possibly necessitate 
a modification of this statement, so far 

n6~~~: 

Fig. 22. Mlycenaean Stairway and Lower Courses of 
Acropolis WVal 

as can be determined at present there was no entrance through the Greek wall at 
this point. 

In the general excavations of the Acropolis the upper part of an early approach to 
the citadel was discovered directly opposite the area under consideration. The stairway 
(Plate XI), partly built of unhewn stones and partly cut in rock, was laid bare for a 

1 The reason for this thorough-going destructioil is the fact that this is one of the few assailable 
places of the Acropolis, apart from the west approach which was heavily fortified. Only at one other 
point, i.e. at the Belvedere, was the ancient wall ever demolished down to its fouindation. See Kavvadias- 
Kawerau, Die Ausgrabung der Akropolis, pp. 90-92, pls. A', rI, a. 
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distance of ca. 15 m. from its upper end to the point where it is intercepted by the 
Acropolis wall. It is built in a natural cleft with steep, rocky slopes on either side. 
The prehistoric fortification, unlike that of later times, followed the upper edge of this 
cleft so that the entire stairway was outside the wall. On the north side of the gate 
at the upper end of the stairway traces of a tower have been found, and a later cross, 
wall shows that the gate itself was walled up some time before the end of the 
Mycenaean period. From a sttudy of the walls alone L. B. Holland' came to the 
conclusion that-this took place before the construction of the strong Cyclopean wall, a 
portion of which may still be seen to the south of the stairway. The problem concerning 
the relative dates of the prehistoric walls at this point is too complicated to be discussed 
here, and an exact dating of the Cyclopean wall based on accurate study of the earth 
filling between the stones is still lacking. For the present our discussion must be limited 
to a description of the lower part of the stairway as revealed by our excavation. 

In the preliminary investigation of the area in'the spring of 1931 four steps of the 
stairway (Fig. 22) were laid bare close to the Acropolis wall. The sherds found in the 
fill directly above the steps proved beyond a doubt that the stairway was covered over 
before the end of the Mycenaean period. Below the lowest step visible in figure 22 one 
step is missing except for a single stone still remaining at the left side. The mediaeval 
foundations for the Acropolis wall rest directly on the Mycenaean stairway. 

When the excavation was continued on a larger scale in September and October, 1932, 
eight more steps came to light, seven of which form a separate flight at a lower level 
(Fig. 23). The two stretches of the stairway are separated by a kind of ramp (Plate XI, A) 
where the slope of the ground was so gentle that no steps were needed. This ramp 
was buried under a Mycenaean deposit containing a great deal of pottery including 
some almost complete vases (Fig. 39). Resting on this deposit was found a heap of large 
stones which had to be removed before the stairway and the ramp could be laid bare. 
Among the pottery below the upper stretch of the stairway was 'found a piece of lead 
weighing 4.10 kg. Since it has no marks of any kind, it was probably not a weight. 
The lower stretch of the stairway was likewise buried under an undisturbed Mycenaean 
deposit, which at the foot of the stairway had a depth of ca. 0.65m.2 The top of this 
deposit was approximately level with the second step from the bottom. Below the 
stairway is a well packed strosis (Plate XI, B and Figs. 23 and 24) sloping gradually 
toward the east. To judge from the mass of pottery that came out of the fill the strosis 
must have formed the floor of a house. Some of the pots were almost intact, others 
were broken but the pieces were found together in one -place. A layer of ash covered 
the floor directly below the stairway. A piece of natural rock which projects above the 
floor close to the stairway is worn smooth on top. On the east side near the edge of 

A A. J. A. XXVIII, 1924, pp. 142 ff. 
2 A corner of the Mycenaean deposit was left as a " martyra." It is visible in figures 23 and 24 to 

the right of the lowest step of the stairway. 
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the excavation the floor was not preserve(I (Fig. 24, lower right corner). No walls were 
discovered that could belong to the floor, but on the east side in the unexcavated area 
there miay still be remains of the foundation for a wall. On the north and south sides 
the walls were probably built directly on the solid rock where they would leave no 
traces. In the imiiddle of the floor was found a heap of small stones which must have 

> 1- . ... . .. ............ , <o''.'''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . . . . . 
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Fig. 24* Floor Below .ycenaean Stai way 

comie fromn the fallen walls. Somne comnplete though broken pots were (lug out fromn 

aiong the stones. 
A small pit dug below the floor on the south side (Figs. 23 and 24) yielded a number 

of sherds, most of which are pre-Mycenaean. Further investigations of the contents 
under the floor will have to be iade before a definite date can be given. The question 
is important because the relation of the floor to the steps above seems to indicate that 
the two are of the same date. Another iimportant probleime which had to be left unsolved 
for the present is the continuation of the stairway toward the east. 
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In addition to the area immediately adjoining the stairway one more place was 
found where the Mycenaean deposit had remained in an undisturbed condition. This is 
a small triangular space to the north of the stairway and close to the Acropolis wall 
(Plate XI, C). In the northwest corner of this space the stratification was disturbed, but 
in the rest of the area the Mycenaean deposit had remained intact. Along the south 
side a few stones of a Mycenaean wall were found in situ (Fig. 25 y). A well-marked 
floor level could be observed at the bottom of the wall. Near the middle of this floor 
is a flat stone (Fig. 25 z) with the top slightly above the floor. This probably serve(l 
as the base of a wooden support for the roof. When the excavations began in this 
place a trial pit was sunk in the 
east half of the area. Below the 
Mycenaean deposit was found an 
earlier fill, the lowest stratum of 
which contained a large number of 
sherds from the Early Helladic 
period. On the floor were found 
several late Mycenaean vases in- 
cluding the cooking vessel shown 
in figure 45 a. 

The pottery from these three 
places (Plate XI, A, B, C) shows 
beyond a doubt that the humble 
dwellings which occupied the slope 
at this point were abruptly aban- 
doned at a time near the end of 
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Fig. 25. Small Room, North of Mycenaean Stairway 

the Mycenaean period. Had the place been gradually and (leliberately deserted the 
inhabitants would not have left their household ware lying on the floor. It would 
not be safe to conclude, however, that Athens was destroyed by the same hordes 
who sacked the cities of the Peloponnesos and reduced the palaces of Tiryns and 
Mycenae to ruins. There is sufficient evidence to prove that no general destruction of the 
Acropolis took place when these dwellings on the North Slope were abandoned. Traditioni 
has it that Athens was spared the fate that overtook the rest of Greece, and the 
ceramic evidence points to a continued development from late Mycenaean times to the 
early Iron Age. This is amply demonstrated by the contents of some early graves 
recently discovered in the German excavations at the Kerameikos.1 The prehistoric 
settlement in Athens may have been sacked more than once by invading hosts from 
near or far, and its inhabitants may have had to abandon their houses temporarily, but 
the same people apparently returned to their old homes or established themselves in the 

I W. Kraiker (Arch. Anz. XLVII, 1932, p. 206) makes the statement: "Vor allem geben sie (i.e. die 
Gratber) Gewif3heit fiir eine geschichtliche Entwicklung ohne Bruch- wenigstens hier in Athen." 
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near vicinity. The continuity of their race, which was a matter of great pride to the 
ancient Athenians, can be demonstrated by archaeological evidence to be an established fact. 

THE PREHISTORIC POTTERY' 

A final publication of the pottery from the excavation would not be practicable at 
this stage of the work. This must be reserved for a later study, which cannot be 

_Xt ......................................... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....... 
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Fig. 26. Typical Sherds of Early Helladic Ware 

undertaken before the excavation of the whole site has been brought to completion. 
But the prehistoric pottery has so important a bearing on the foregoing discussion of 

I I take pleasure in expressing my indebtedness to Professor Carl W. Blegen, who kindly, looked 
throuigh all the more important of the prehistoric sherds and offered invaluable help in identifying the 
various types of pottery. To Mrs. Leslie W. Kosmnopoulos I am likewise indebted for much information 
and especially for showing me her unpublished finds from Corinth. 
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the site, that a brief account of the various types and periods must be included here. 
This is particularly true of the late Mycenaean pottery, which constitutes by far the 
largest of all the classes represented. Unfortunately, much of the prehistoric pottery, 
including some of the finest fragments, came from a mixed deposit in which the context 
gave no indication as to the date of the sherds. The only floor level that could be 
established with certainty in the area hitherto cleared is that of the late Mycenaean 
period. The pottery from the other periods, which was not found in stratified deposits, 

Fig. 27. Sherds of Incised Ware, Early Helladic Period 

was probably thrown down from the Acropolis. It is not impossible, however, that 
further investigations under the Mycenaean floor will reveal other strata of habitation. Much 
of the undecorated ware, especially the coarse household pottery, is not sufficiently 
differentiated to make identification certain unless enough remains to show the shapes 
of the vases. 

With the exception of a few fragments which seem to belong to the Neolithic period' 
the earliest pottery dates from the first period of the Bronze Age. Most of the fragments 

I On the South Slope of the Acropolis the excavations of the Italian School have revealed pottery and 
other objects which are earlier than the first period of the Bronze Age. Cf. A. Della Seta, Annuario IV-V, 
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are small, and no attempt has been made to restore any of the vases, but some well 
known shapes can be recognized, the most common of which are the sauce-boat1 (Fig. 26, 
i-m) and the shallow bowl with the rim curving inward (Fig. 26 a). The majority of 
the sherds are covered with a highly polished slip (Fig. 26 a, d, e), but fragments of painted 
pottery are also found (Fig. 26 b, c, i-m). Of patterned ware there are very few sherds 
which can definitely be assigned to the Early Helladic period. One small piece with two 

Ct _ ~~~~~~~~ 

Fig. 28. Sherds of Gray Minyan Ware, Middle Helladic Period 

parallel lines in white paint is shown in figure 26 f. A comparatively rare variety 
belonging to the Early Helladic period is the incised ware. The best preserved piece, 
shown in figure 27 h, seems to be part of an askos. The clay is coarse and gritty, of 
a dlark brown, almost black color. The decoration, which is limited to the upper half 
of the vase, consists of incised lines with traces of a white filling. The patterns are 

1921-1922, p. 490, Bullettino d'Arte IV, 1924-1925, pp. 88 if. and figs. 7-10; G. E. Mylonas, 'l Nfo.(t6txq 
'E7rqoX 'v 'Ellad't, pp. 75 if. 

I Examples of this type of ware have been found at other sites in Attica, G. E. Mylonas, Hlax-rtxa r4; 
4xadewta; V, 1930, pp. 319 ff.; 'E)EV.rnvtaxa, A, p. 61, figs. 36, 37. One spout of a sauce-boat was recently 
discovered in a well in the excavations of the Athenian Agora. 
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composed of simple hatchings between parallel lines and hatched double triangles, the 
so-called butterfly pattern. Three small fragments, of a strongly Cycladic appearance, 
seem to belong to pyxides I (Fig. 27 c, i, j). They are made of a dark brown, rather 
coarse clay. One of the pieces preserves traces of a pinkish slip or paint. At the edge 
is a row of simple hatchings, and on the side is a pattern of concentric circles. Some 
of the fragments (Fig. 27 d-g) are made of a buff clay and decorated with incised lines 
which appear not to have been filled with color. 

The recognizable sherds belonging to vases from the Middle Helladic period are much 
more numerous than those of Early Helladic ware. Some typical examples of the various 
fabrics are illustrated in figures 28-33. The so-called Gray Minyan ware is represented 
by a large number of sherds from various kinds of vases. Ringed stems (Fig. 28 g), 

Fig. 29. Sherds of "Argive Minyan" Ware 

pieces of rims (Fig. 28 b, c) and handles of large goblets are v-ery common. The handles 
are either small, flat, loop handles (Fig. 28 f, i) projecting from the shoulder of the vase, 
or round bow handles set vertically on the rim (Fig. 28 e, h). The latter variety is 
interesting because similar handles are found among the mnatt-painted and the Yellow 
Minyan sherds (Figs. 33 g and 34 b). Fragments of " Argive Minyan " (Fig. 29), though 
not so common as the preceding, are by no means rare. The shapes correspond in the 
main to those of the Gray Minyan ware, but the workmanship is poorer and the clay 
much coarser. The rings on the stem are as a rule more numerous and less regular 
than in the case of genuine Gray Minyan. 

Sherds of polished monochrome ware are fairly common. Some pieces seem to belong 
to vases made in imitation of the Gray Minyan ware. Such a fragment, shown in 

1 Sherds from covers of similar vessels were found in the excavations on the Acropolis (Graef-Langlotz, 
Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis zu Athen I, pl. 1, Nos. 2 and 3) and also on the South Slope, A. Della 
Seta, Bullettino d'Arte IV, 1924-1925, p. 88 and fig. 8. 
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Fig. 30. Sherds of Red Monochrome Ware, Middle Helladic Period 
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Fig. 31. Sherds of Matt-Painted Ware, Mid&>Helladic Period 
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figure 30 b, is part of the ringed stein of a goblet. Sherds of shallow saucers or plates 

(Fig. 30 a) of various profiles are numerous. Another common shape is the shallow bowl 

with two pierced lugs (Fig. 30 c-e) projecting from the shoulder of the vase. 
Apart froin the coarse household pottery the most common type belonging to the 

Middle Helladic period is the matt-painted ware. Large fragments of pithoi, decorated 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. . . .. 

w 

Fig. 32. Sherds of .att-Paiited Ware, Middle Helladic Period 

with geometric patterns in dull black paint, are very nuierous (Fig. 31 d-h)' The clay, 
which is light buff in color, contains a great deal of sand and gritty material. A less 

common variety is made of a coarse red clay covered on the outside with a thick slip 

of a light, almost white color which serves as the background for the decoration 

(Fig. 32 a-c). The slip, which seems to consist of a simple clay wash, rubs off very 

easily and with it the painted designs disappear. It seems not unlikely that this ware, 

which in clay and fabric resembles the undecorated household pottery, was made in 

I C. W. Blegen, Kforakou, p. 19, AM. H., B r. 
25 
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imitation of the more common variety of matt-painted ware. The finer pottery with 
matt-painted decoration (Fig. 33) is also represented by a large number of sherds.1 The 
color of the clay varies more than in the preceding class. Most sherds are of a pale 
yellow color (Fig. 33 c, e-h, j) but some are reddish buff (Fig. 33 b) or light brown 
(Fig. 33 d, i), and in a few cases the color shifts between yellow and light red (Fig. 33 a). 

...... .. ... 
* ... . ' . ... ; : ., ................. . 'j , ............... .. .. : .. : :' .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ... . . ... 

_ i : ' _:00:-.,...,...-..wl~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..... 

Fi g. 33. Sherds of Matt-Painted Ware, Middle Helladic Period 

The shapes of the vases and the patterns vary considerably. The shape of the handle 
shown in figure 33 g resembles a type of handle common among the Minyan ware 
(Figs. 28 e, h and 34 b) although the shape of the vase is probably different.2 A few 
sherds with polychrome decoration 3 (Fig. 32 d-g) were also found. Only two colors 
occur, a dark brown, almost black, and a purplish red. Equally rare are the sherds with 

I C. W. B3legen, op. cit., p. 24, M. H., B I1. 
2 Cf. C. W. Blegen, Zygouries, p. 131, fig. 123. For the decorationi on the fragment in figuire 33 a, 

cf. H. Goldman, Eutresis, p. 160, fig. 224. 
3 C. W. Blegen, IKorakou, p. 28, Middle Helladic, B III. 
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light decoration on a dark background (Fig. 31 a-c). They belong to large pots of rather 
coarse fabric. The background is covered with a thin, dark brown color, on which 
simnple designs in white lustreless paint are applied. 

Sherds of the Yellow Minyan type of ware are very common, but it is difficult without 
evidence from stratification, to determine to what period they belong. It is probable 
that most of this ware is Mycenaean, 
but some fragments are certainly earlier. 
Three tvpical examples are shown in 
figure 34. The clay is fine and well 
levigated and the surface well polished. 
The color varies between pale yellow 
and light brown. The goblet on low 
stein seeins to have been the most 
commrnon shape (Fig. 34 a, c). The handle 
shown in figure 34 b probably belongs 
to a goblet on high stem (cf. Fig. 28 e, h). 
A sinall cup, shown in figure 35 b, with 
a flat, vertical handle should probably 
be classe(d with the Yellow Minyan. 
The clav is of a reddish color and 
rather coarse, and the surface is well 
polishe(l. The v-ase was found in the 
fill at N, Plate XI (cf. p. 346) together 
with large quantities of sherds, the 
bulk of which, to judge from the de- 
corate(I pieces, was Middle Helladic. 
An interestinig vase also related to 
the Yellow Minyan ware is shown in 
figure 35 a. It is a large askos of a 
shape which occurs in the late Mycenaean 
perio(l.' The bodly of the v-ase, which 
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Fig. 34. Sherds of Yello^r Alinyan \vale 

is perfectly round, was made on the wheel. The clay is red(lish buff in color, and 

the surface is highly polished. Since this vase was found amnong the late Mycenaean 

pottery at the top of the stairway it can hardly be earlier than the third Late 

Hella(lic perio(l. 
Of the early Mycenaean pottery very few sherds were foun(l. Three fragments of 

shallow cups (Fig. 36 a-c), which show traces of white paint appliedI on the brown glaze, 

belong to the first Mycenaean period (L. H. I), the other sherds shown in figure 36 are 

probably all Late Helladic II. Two small pieces (Fig. 36 g, h) belong to Ephyraean 

I Cf. C. W. Blegeii, Korakou, p. 67, fig. 97; G. E. Mylonas, 'Elkvatvtaxa, A, p. 130, fig. 109, No. 378. 
25* 



Fig. 35. Two Undecoiated Vases 
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Fig. 36. Sherds of Eaj-ly Mycenaean WVare, Late Helladic I and II 
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goblets. One fragmnent (Fig. 36 1) of rather heavy fabric preserves part of a net pattern 
with smuall dots in the corners of the squares. It is difficult to decide whether this 

fragment should be classed with the second or with the third Mycenaean period. The 

pattern, which is not very conmmon, occurs on a three-handled jar fromn Mycenae, now 
ill the Nauplia Museumi.1 

w -,.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M 

C ~ iS 

Fig. 37. Slerds of Mycenaean Ware, Late Helladic 11I 

The pottery belonging to the thirdi Late Helladic period is very abundant. An 

imnportanit chronological division of this ware is obtained through the floor levels at the 

top and at the bottom of the Mycenaean stairway and in the small room at C, Plate I. 
The pottery fromn the deposit resting directly on these floors is all very late. The 

comparatively large numiber of whole vases which caine out of this fill constitutes an 

imiportant addlition to our knowledge of the pottery in use in Athens near the en(1 of 
the Mycenaean period. Of the earlier, mnore elaborately decorated pottery numerous 

I I am indebted to Dr. Mogens Mackeprang for calling my attention to the vase from AMycenae. It 
has recently been published by A. J. B. Wace, Chamber lTombs at Mycenae, p. 103, pl. LI, 3. 
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sherds were found but no whole vases. Some of the typical patterns are shown in 
figures 37 an(d 38. By far the most common shape is the deep bowl with two handles 
(Figs. 37 a-c and 38 a, b, d, h-l). The kylix, which is also very common, is in most 
cases unpainited, but a few decorated fragments were found (Fig. 37 d, e). The shallow 
bowl with two handles and a spout (cf. Fig. 43 c) is also represented by several fragments 

Fig. 38. Sherds of Mycenaean Ware, Late Helladic III 

(Fig. 38 g). The stirrup vase retained its shape till near the end of the period. Both 
the squat variety and the more globular kind occur. But the specimen shown in figure 37 f 
belongs to the later phase of the third Late Helladic period (cf. Fig. 43 a). 

The vases found in the late deposit at points A, B and C, Plate XI, are characterized 
by simple decorations which in most cases consist of horizontal bands encircling the body 
of the vase. Where more complicated patterns occur there is a marked decline in the 
rendering of the designs. A good example of this kind is shown in figure 39 a. On the 
body of the vase between rows of parallel lines is a kind of chain pattern, very crudely 
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and carelessly drawn.' Equally poor is the dotted design on the shoulder of the stirrup- 
vase shown in figure 43 b. A common type of decoration on the stirrup-vases is a row 
of poorly rendered concentric half-circles (Figs. 37 f and 43 a). This pattern, which 
continue(l in vogue from late Mycenaean times into the subsequent period, is one of the 
characteristic types of decoration of Proto-Geometric vases. On the Mycenaean vases 
it is carelessly drawn by hand, whereas the half-circles on the Proto-Geometric ware 
are accurately rendered by means of a compass. Another pattern which also was taken 

Fig. 39. Two Late Mycenaean Vases .(L. H. .I) 

over by the makers of the Proto-Geometric pottery is the wavy line2 on the body of 
the v-ase (Fig. 42 a and b). 

The inore common shapes, illustrated in figures 39 to 45, are the following: 

1. Open jar or pyxis (Fig. 39 a) with vertical sides and two bow handles applied on 
the side of the vase and extending above the shoulder. The shape is not very 

This pattern, whlich is not very common on AMycenaean vases, seems to lhave developed from a douible 
row of connected spirals found on earlier vases: see Furtwfingler-Loescheke, Myk. Tonigefif3e, pl. 1, 1; and 
cf. C. W. Blegen, Korakou, p. 45, fig. 61, 2. 

2 Both the half circles and the wavy lines are found on a Proto-Geometric amphora from the excavations 
in the Athenian Agora; cf. T. L. Shear, A. J. A. XXXVI, 1932, p. 387, fig. 5, A. Cf. also some vases found 
in Proto-Geometric graves in the Kerameikos, Arch. Anz. XLVII, 1932, p. 202, figs. 8, 9; p. 206, fig. 12. 
All intermediate stage in the development of these designs is shown by some vases of the Salamis type 
which are later than those from our excavation. Two vases of the Salamis style from the Athenian 
Acropolis are typical examples of the intermediate stage, Graef-Langlotz, Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis 
zu Athen, pl. 8, Nos. 237, 239; 0. Montelius, La Grece PrMclassique, pl. 107, 7 and 9. 
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rare,' but the type of handle is most unusual on Mycenaean vases. One vase 
of the same shape and with the same kind of han(dle was found on the Acropolis,2 
and small fragments of three similar vases came out of our excavation on the 
North Slope. This shows that this shape of handle was common in Athens, althougflh 
it seems not to have been in use at other sites on the mainland of Greece.3 

2. Squat jar (Fig. 39 b) with v-ertical sides and three handles on the shoulder. This 
is a variation of the preceding shape. Similar vases have been found at inany 
Myceniaean sites, and they seem to have been commnon in Athens.4 

: . . . ........................................................................ .. . . .... .........;. 

..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..... ...... . 
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Fig. 40. Two Pitchers, Late Mycenaean (L. H. III) 

3. Pitchers with a handle exteniding from the shoulder to the neck (Fig. 40 b) or to 
the lip (Fig. 40 a). The decoration consists mainly of parallel lines. 

4. Deep bowls (Fig. 41) with two handles extending diagonally from the body of the 
vase. The interior is often painted, but in some cases there is only a painted 
band at the rim both within and withouit. The handles are, as a rule, partly 
painted, and one or more bands often surround the vase on the outside. The 

Cf. C. W. Blegen, IKorakou, p. 70, fig. 101; H. Goldman, Eut! esis, p. 189, fig. 263, 1. 
2 Firttwvingler-Loescheke, Myk. Vasev, pl. XVI, 104; 0. Montelius, op. cit., pl. 108, 7. 
3 The same kind of handle occurs on vases of' a somewhat similar shape from Crete, L. Pernier, 

Mon. Ant. XII, 1902, p. 117, fig. 46; S. A. Xanthondides, 'Ep. 'AQX., 1904, p. 35, pi. 3. Xanthoudides called 
the vase geometric. Cf. the 1roto-Geometric vase from Kerameikos, Arch. Anz. XLVII, 1932, p. 202, fig. 8. 

4 Graef-Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 4, No. 161; 0. Moiitelius, op. cit. pls. 107, 5 and 109, 4. A similar vase also 
with a simple net pattern on the shouilder was found on the island of Euboea, 0. Moaitelius, op. cit. pl. 101, 3. 
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4 

Fig. 41. Two Dee]) Bowls, Late Mycenaean (L. H. :II) 

a.W 

Fig. 42. Two Large Bowls with Spout Late Mycenaean (L. H. IL!) 
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shape, which was one of the most common in the third Late Helladic period, 
continued in use into the early Iron Age. 

5. Large bowls (Fig. 42) with two handles and a spout. The rim is flat and projects 
toward the outside. The decoration consists of parallel bands and wavy lines. 

6. Small shallow bowls (Fig. 43 c) with a spout and two handles projecting horizontally 
from the rim. The spout is sometimes bridged by the rim, sometimes left open 
(cf. Fig. 38 g). The decoration consists of parallel lines both inside and outside. 
Fragments of undecorated vases of the same shape were also found. 

Fig. 43. Three Late Myceniaean Vases (L. H. LII) 

7. Stirrup-vases with simple decorations, consisting- chiefly of parallel lines, buit usually 
with a different pattern on the shoulder. The body is either squat with broad, 
flat top (Fig. 43 a) or globular (Figs. 43 b and 37 f). 

8. Among the undecorated vases the kylix is the most common shape. Two distinct 

types occur:1I The tall slender kylix on high stem (Fig. 44 a) with the body merging 
gradually into the stem and with two vertical handles; and the low variety, with 
a single handle and with a sharp bend at the shoulder (Fig. 44 b). The two varieties 
are about equally common. Although made on the wheel they are in many cases 
bent out of shape in the firing. 

9. Another very common shape is the deep cup or ladle (Fig. 44 c) with a high loop- 
handle extending vertically from the rim. The sides of the vessel continue in an 
unbroken curve to the bottom which is without base. Since the vase cannot stand 

by itself it was probably intended to be suspended by the handle when not in use. 
Some of these vases show traces of paint, but the clay is so soft that the decoration 
has largely peeled off. Vases of a somewhat similar shape have been found at 

1 C. W. Blegen (Zygouries, pp. 151 ff.) divides the shapes into three types, but the distinction between 
the first two is not always obvious. Some specimens resembling his type a with a sliglht inward curve at 
the shoulder were also found in our excavation. 
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other Mycenaean sites, but usually they are set on a low base.' On some specimens 
from our excavation the rirn curves toward the outside. The shape is much the 
saiie as that of soine ladles of Yellow Minyan ware from Korakou,2 which, however, 
have a flattened base. 

10. Large water jars with two horizontal handles below the shoulder and one vertical 
hanidle attached to the shoulder and the neck.3 The decoration, which consists of 
horizontal bands, has in inost cases peeled off. 

* ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~M ' C 

Fig. 44. Three Undecorated Vases (L. H. III) 

11. Cooking vessels set on three feet, and with one or two vertical handles extending 
from the shoulder to the rim. Two almost complete vases of this kind were found 
on the floor, one (Fig. 45 b) at the bottom of the stairway, and the other (Fig. 45 a) 
in the room at point C, Plate XI. The clay is coarse and gritty, of a grayish brown 
color turned to black where the vase was most exposed to the smoke. Several 
fragments of other similar vessels were also discovered. The shape is not uncommon,4 
but on account of the crumbly nature of the fabric, partly caused by long exposure 
to heat, these vases are seldom found in good condition. 

I C. W. Blegen, Zygouries, p. 154, fig. 144; G. E. Mylonas, op. cit. p. 134, fig. 114, No. 395; 0. Montelius, 
op. cit. pls. 99, 12 and 114, 4. 

2 C. WN. Blegen, Korakou, p. 19, fig. 26. Cf. H. Goldman, op. cit. p. 177, fig. 245, 1 and 2. 
3 For the shape see C. W. Blegen, op. cit. p. 69, fig. 100. 
4 Cf. H. Goldman, op. cit. p. 189, fig. 263, 6; G. E. Mylonas, op. cit. p. 84, fig. 62, 1-3; A. J. B. Wace, 

B. S. A. XXV, 1921-1923, pl. VIII b; 0. Montelius, op. cit. pl. 85, 7. 
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The late Mycenaean vases discussed above are closely relatedt to the so-called Granary 
Class from Mycenae,1 but some iinportant differences can be pointed out. The " Close 
Style," which is one of the characteristic types of decoration of the Granary Class, is 
entirely lacking ainongf our vases from the North Slope. Likewise the deep bowls painted 
within an(1 without, except for some reserved lines on both sides of the rim, also common 
among the Granary Class, are conspicuouslv absent fromn among our vases. On the other 
handi, the kylix, which is a rare shape in the Granary Class,2 is perhaps the-most common 

a.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~X 

Fig. 45. Two Cooking.Vessels (L. II. . II) 

type froml the North Slope. The disappearance of the kylix is one of the distinguishing 
characteristics of the Granary Class. In view of these facts our " North Slope Ware " 

nust be dated somewhat earlier than the bulk of the pottery from the Granary at Mycenae. 

INSCRIPTIONS 3 

1. Figs. 46-48. Marble pedestal, discovered April 28, 1931, in the wall of the Acropolis 
ca. 8 m. northwest of the Mycenaean stairway, now in the Annex of the Acropolis Museum. 

Height of letters, 0.02 m. 

I A. J. B. Wace, B. S. A. XXV, 1921-1923, pp. 38 ff. 
2 The fewv specimens fouind in the Granary at Mycenae are of a debased form, cf. A. J. B. Wace, 

op. cit. pp. 34, 52, pl. X c. 
3 I am under obligation to Professor B. D. Meritt for valuable assistance in the study of the inscriptions, 

particuilarly for the identification of Nos. 5 and 12. 
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hEldh t ) a't ' 6XEv 

The letters are carefully cut and filled with red color. The 
letter forms indicate a date about the mniddle of the sixth century B.C., 

although the closedl form of the rough breathing is usually dated 
earlier. The name E'd' seems to be otherwise unknown, but Ehhb 
with the sm-ooth breathing occurs.1 The latter form is explained 
by the grammarians as a diminutive of Eido'Oea. Etymologically it 
is the feminine formii of El&dv.2 The rough breathing in EiJdc is 
probably dlerive(l from the digamnma which originallv belonged to 
the stem of this word. 

The pedestal was imbedded in mortar near the bottom of the wall 
with oinly the top showing. A cutting for a statuette revealed the 
nature of the block. The inscription is cut on the narrow side of 
the pedlestal, and 
the cuttinig in the 
top shows that the 
statuette was turn- 
ed toward the in- 
scribed side. The 
pedestal was broken 
into six pieces by 
the weight of the 
wall blocks lai(d 
above it. Because 
of the comparative- 
ly small size of the 
pieces it was pos- 
sible to diig away 

Fig. 46. Iniscriptioi 
No. 1 

Fig. 47. Marble Base from Acropolis Wal 

Fig. 47. Marble Base fronm Acropolis Wall 

the mortar on the sides and extract the pedestal piece by piece. A marble base 
(Fig. 47) which seems to belongr to it was found in the wall close to the pedestal. 
The base is of islandT marble, whereas the inarble of the pedestal seems to be Pentelic. 
The cutting in the top of the base shows that another block was inserted into it. 
The second block was not discovered. The lowest part of the pedestal, which was 
leaded into the block below, is also missing, but the lost portion was probably very 
small. The height of the missing block is, of course, unknown, but the restored 
drawing in figure 48 caninot be far from correct if the base and the pedestal belong 
together. From the cutting in the top two small holes extend downward and 
opeii on the side of the pedestal. The purpose of these holes can be explained on the 

I Pape, Griechische Eigennanzen, s. v. 
2 Analogous forms are: (IsQ from 'IWwv. ATtxu from Ni'xvl, '1X from 'lwv, etc. 
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assumption that the statuette was of bronze. The bases of archaic bronze figures are often 
provided with small rivets for fastening the figure to the pedestal. The holes can hardly 

PL^ N * TO? 

Fig. 48. Inscribed Pedestal and Base 
(Restor ed) 

have had anything to do with the pouring of 
the lead, which must have been done from the 
top, but must have been made for the insertion 
of bronze rivets. 

2. Fig. 49. E. M. 12724. Fragment of 
white marble found March 15, 1932, north of 
the east entrance to the cave. 

Height, 0.032 m.; width, 0.012 m.; thick- 
ness, 0.07 m. 

Height of letters, 0.015 m. 

The only preserved letter is a nu retrograde, 
probably from the word dv'enexwv. The shape 
of the marble is peculiar. At the bottom and 
at the left side the surface is smoothly 
finished and at the top is an anathyrosis, 
which, however, does not extend to the right 
end of the fragment. 

Fig. 49. Inscription No. 2 

3. Fig. 50. E. M. 12710. Small fragment of inscription on white marble found May 1, 1931, 
near the east entrance to the cave. 

Fig. 50. Inscription No. 3 

- c4O] ex [Ev 

Part of the top is preserved. The 
inscription probably belongs to the early 
part of the fifth century B.C. 
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4. Fig. 51. Fragment of inscription on white island marble built into the Acropolis 
wall directly above the Mycenaean stairway. 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.21 m. 
Height of letters, 0.016 m. 

Fig. 51. Inscription No. 4 

- - - - dOeKoeV &e [aeXh 

5. Fig. 52. E. M. 12720. Small fragment of Pentelic marble found March 10, 1932, 
slightly north of the east entrance to the cave. 

Height, 0.12 m.; width, 0.05 m.; thickness, 0.032 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 m. Stoichedon. 

Fig. 52. Inscription No. 5 

-- (idaca xev1] at I I[I - - 

[d:7OQeavdelo]iv deey[veov - - - - - - - - - _ 
Vacat 

[waid raQedooav] hat T [hraQes - - - - -JIava] 

[0O'lwa 'rog rajI]a[lV - - - - - - - - - - - - 

It belongs to the treasure-records of the Hekatompedon for the years 431/30-430/29 B.C. 

The letters preserved on the fragment fit the restoration made by Woodward, who 
published a small piece of the same record.' 

I J.H.S. XXXi, 1911, p. 35, No. 2, and plate facing p. 40; cf. LG. 1' 259, 260. 
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6. Fig. 53. E. M. 12721. Small fragment of Pentelic marble found March 16, 1932, 
north of the east entrance to the cave. 

Fig. 53. Insciiptioll No. 6 

Height, 0.1-5 m.; width, 0.04 m.; thickness, 0.05 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 m. Stoichedon. 

- KA----. 

TEN - - - 

- - -ox- - - - 

---YE - -- - 
- - YE - 

The letters resemble those of No. 5, but the 
lines are somewhat closer together. It probably 
belongs to the same treasury records. The right 
edge, which is smooth, comes in the middle of a 
vertical line of letters. Apparently this smoothly 
chisele(d e(lge was made for a late use of the stone. 

7. Fig. 54. E. M. 12735. Small fragment of white marble found October 5, 1932, in 
the lower area. 

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-j 

...I 

Fig. 54. Inscription No. 7 

Height, 0.12 ni.; width, 0.07 in.; thickness, 
0.08 in. 

Height of letters, 0.01 in. Stoichedon. 

The shape and size of the letters indicate that 
the fragment belongs to some document from 
the secon(I half of the fifth century B. C. 

8. Fig. 55. E. M. 12729. Small fragmient of white inarble foulnd September 17, 1932, 
in the late fill of the minid(le area. 
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F ig. r5. 
Inscriptionl No. 8 

Height, 0.12 in.; width, 0.04 in.; thickness, 0.088 in. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m. Stoichedon. 

------ --PE 

- 01 

- - - - - - - - -PTT 
------TT 

Part of the right side of the stele is preserved, 
but the back is broken away. The letter forms 
indicate that the fragment belongs to the second 
half of the fifth century B.C. 

9. Figs. 56-59. E. M. 12708. Small fragment of white marble found April 28, 1931, 
in the surface soil near the Acropolis wall to the northeast of the Mycenacan stairway. 

Height, 0.135 in.; width, 0.085 m.; thickness, 0.012 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.007 ni. Non-Stoichedon. 

iRt 

a7 Fig. 56. Inscription No. 9 and E. M. 12563 b 
26 
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---s r 

h- eeu'Qov -t'x- 

[ou weior YocXsl@ TZg he] y-'ea.g exa&r - 

5 [8]g F40vt (tXoox)Eoo[g AL? ]F- T-e]ilatg at T- 

4xi;ovt aQ7V,yo x[8p&XaioV] P 1 

Toer8Vat0g5 d[,raya'o rb ] t [g r]a\ a;e(t'al(( 

rag 8 TO flMQOo [To'tulOv 1T&1]eo or 0308?ov TO- 

[, mou] Ya -x r Ea[Tov ui4uav] Tog rb dft6 ?oya- 

The style of lettering and the contents show that it belongs to the Erechtheum 
accoun-ts. A small fragment (Fig. 56 b) published for the first time by Caskey' contains 
part of the right side of one column and a few letters at the left edge of the next column. 
The last five lines in this fragment fit so well the five lines in the new piece2 that there 
can be no doulbt that the two belong together. Both fragments preserve part of the bottom 

XC8F AP. 
:optAE\NolA\ lo I 

H EJAEPON E1K IA 

''. ;E?Yl+ I LOKWS P... ..' '. !FTP UP IEAT T 
L KTO N Y1A P AY P I O :.: NLe 
ToP CAE -i;. .- AN E HAA HE 

.EI?To PP'o0,k-'\- -PJ ioB olONTO ?l 
; .. .:'5 tE 9S Oi ::: .. a;v: 0,lE oST ^ t .... \AE ~ T1T OA ~TP A\AA O?1 

Fig. 57. Inscription No. 9 and E. M. 12563 (liestored) 

of a column; both are thin slabs which have flaked off from the stele at a natural fault 
in the marble; and both are weathered in the same way, at the bottom more than at the 
top. These combined facts are sufficient warrant for the assumption that the two 
fragments come very close to-gether in the stele, and the contents as shown in figure 57 
leave no room for doubt in the matter. What remains to be decided is the correct 
restoration of the missing portion between the two fragments and the placing of the 
fragments in the stele. 

In the first four lines of fragment XII small paylmients, to sawyers are recorded, the 
total sum of which together with a payment to a carpenter is given in line 6. What is 

preserved in line 2, however, is difficult to fit into such a passage. The letters are well 

1 Invelntory No. 12563. Caskey, Erechtheuml, frg. XlI, pp. 327, 342, 343. 
2 This will hlenceforth be referred to as fragment XII'. 
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preserved with the exception of the first epsilon. Unless there is a misspelling (e.g. sigma 
instead of zeta), the letters -&rolevot can hardly be anything but part of a future participle 
or possibly a proper name in the dative case.' The number of days in line 4 and the 
numeral in line 5 are given exernpli gratia in order to show how the lines might be restored. 

The name Gerys, which occurs in line 5, is known from other parts of the inscription, 
but here, for the first time, we have definite proof that two men with this unusual name 
worked on the Erechtheum. One, the slave2 of Phalakros,3 was a stone cutter engaged 
in the channeling of the columns; the other, a slave of Philokles, was a carpenter.4 
His name occurs together with those of Kroisos and Mikion,5 the former of whom 
certainly, the latter probably, belonged to Philokles. Inasmuch as Gerys is elsewhere 
referred to as a carpenter, it is likely that he is the rw8xZcv mentioned in line 6, rather 
than one of the sawyers. 

In line 7 begins an account of payment to turners who received the seemingly high 
price of four obols per foot for the turning of astragals. In several instances the 
astragals are referred to as already turned in the lathe,6 but this is the only preserved 
part of the inscription in which payments for the turning of astragals are recorded.7 
Furthermore, the astragals in this case were intended for the decoration of the ceiling 
beams (uvXideg), whereas in the other instances they were nailed on the "ladders," i.e. 
the frames of the coffers between the beams.8 In Caskey's restoration of the ceiling 
over the east cella,9 the beams are decorated with an egg-and-dart moulding at the upper 
edge, whereas the rest of the beam is plain. In the marble beams over the East Portico 
the astragal was omitted, and it is not unlikely that the wooden ceiling beams in the 
East Cella resembled those in the East Portico. The marble beams of the North Portico 
have a bead-and-reel ('aTeya)o?) ornament below the egg-and-dart moulding,10 and the 
new fragment shows that some wooden ceiling beams were similarly decorated. This 
indicates that the ceiling mentioned in XII belonged to one of the rooms in the west 
part of the building.1" The ceilings of the North Portico and of the west rooms were more 

I Possibly some such word as Ey)/vqo6dvot might have been used here (cf. frg. XVII ii, 11. 19, 20). 
2 In the translation given by Caskey these are incorrectly called " sons " of their masters. The error 

has been pointed out by Dinsmoor, A.J. A. XXXVI, 1932, p. 145, note 5. 
3 L. D. Caskey, Er-echtheurn, pp. 384, XIV i; 392, XVII i, 1. 73; 396, XVII ii, 1. 55. 
4 Ibid. pp. 330, IX, 1. 25; 340, XI iii, 1. 29. 
5 There seem to have been three men with the name Mikion working on the Erechtheum: M. living 

in Kollytos, M. living in Melite, and M. slave of Philokles, although it may be argtued that the last named 
is identical with one of the other two. 

6 Erechtheumi, pp. 320, VII, 11. 2, 6; 336, XI i, 11. 31, 43; 338, XI ii, ll. 20, 25, 35, 48. 
Fragment XXI (Elrechtheum, pp. 377, 401), which probably contained similar items, is too small to 

be restored. 
8 For the terins uised in the inscription to denote the different parts of the wooden ceiling see 

Jilrechthetumn, pp. 362 ff., 408 ff. 
9 Errechtheum?, pp. 366, 367, fig. 193. 

10 Ibid. p. 90, fig. 57, and pls. XXIT, XXIII. 
"1 It is hardly likely that a,,ig in the new fragment refers to anything buit the ceiling beams, although 

in otlher instances it seems to have a wider application, Erechtheum, p. 365. 
26* 
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elaborate than those of the East Portico and of the East Cella. The rosettes mentioned 
in the accounts of 408/7 were apparently used in one of the rooms toward the west 

which were reached through the North Portico where similar decorations adorned 

the ceiling.' 
In line 8 I have restored the word f7QofeooTlov, although this terni does not occur 

elsewhere in the inscription. It is difficult to see how mioo6 could here be used as a 

preposition, inasmuch as it is preceded by an article which, in turn, depends on another 

preposition. Besides, the space to be filled out is too small for anything that could be 

restored after irrQg to give sense to the passage. Since the missing word obviously 
designates a certain part of the building for which the ceiling was made, and since the 

different rooms are elsewhere referred to with specific terms, it seemns reasonable to 

assume that one *of these terms was used here. In the Chandler inscription2 the word 

Mqoaroytaiov clearly refers to a room or part of the building, although the exactidelitification 
of the room is a widely disputed point. But this word is too long to fit the space, and 
it seems not improbable that ffQFoixv6ttoV was used as its equivalent.3 Attem-pts have 

been made to distinguish between -r9omtyLtov, which is supposed to refer to the opening 
above the OaGcXaaa, and mloauolitiaioV (oi'xttia), the room in which this opening was found.4 

This distinction is im-probable, and if the two terms were in use, as seems likely from 

the inscriptions, they probably were used interchangeably.5 Two other architectural 

terms, 7fQorra'Jiov (diminutive of ?eoardg) and _rrQo'UTOOV, may be suggested instead of 

MeOOyvoav. Neither of these, however, occurs elsewhere in the Erechtheum inscriptions, 
and if used they could only refer to an outside portico, whereas the ceiling under 

discussion belonged to an inside room. In view of these considerations it is preferable 

to restore Treoat,uiov, which in that case can only refer to one of the roomns in the west 

part of the building. The word 6v6irravrog restored in the last line is conjectural. If 

correct it would be followed by the total number of feet and the whole sun paid 

for the work. 
A glance at the lettering shows that the new fragmiient belongs to the accounts of 

the year 409/8. The same conclusion was reached by Caskey with regard to fragment XII, 
but no suggestion was offered by him for its position in the stele. Comparatively little 

remains of the building accounts for this year, and the placing of the separate fragmnents 

is beset with great difficulties. Several different arrangements have been suggested, the 

most recent of which is that of Dinsmoor,6 later adopted by Caskey. According to this 

scheme the accounts were written on a stele consisting of two slabs placed side by side. 

1 Cf. L. D. Caskey. Erechtheum, p. 361. 
2 ErechtheuM, p. 288, II i, 1. 71. 
3 Similarly 7o'0 7cvovJ and 7Qoewi)C4aor, rC't wQ6wv)a and rz 7ro7c3)ctaa are uised with little difference in 

meaning. The same is true of ro6OvQov, ra 7ro'OCvC and rT wQO&VQOclct. 

4 A. Fivtwiingler, Meisterwerke, p. 196; L. D. Caskey, op. cit. p. 313. 
5 The derivation of 7rwooToataCTov from 7rOTorUltov depenlds on a false etymnology. The former 

presupposes the existence of a feminine nouni 7QoatoytC. 
6 A. J. A. XVII, 1913, pp. 247ff. 
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To the first slab were assigned three fragments, VIII, IX, and X, and to the second slab 
one large fragment, XI. In a recent article by Dinsmoor1 fragment XXVI was also 
attributed to the second slab. Both sides of the first slab were inscribed, each in five 
columns, but of the second only the back was inscribed. The reason for this peculiar 
arrangement is twofold. Two fragments, VIII and IX, seem to have anathyrosis on the 
left edge, whereas the right edge of fragment X is smooth. Furthermore, the first slab 
was opisthographic and fragment XI appears to be blank on one side. If this is correct 
the obvious conclusion is that the fragments belong. to different slabs.2 Dinsmoor 
explained the arrangement on the supposition that the second slab was added after it 
had become evident that the two sides of the first slab did not suffice for the record 
of the whole vear. The new slab was added on the left side in order to permit the 
accounts to go on uninterruptedly from the back of the first slab to the back of the 
second. The front of the second slab was not needed and, consequently, remained 
uninscribed. But fragment XXVI which Dinsmoor now places at the lower right corner 
of the rear, i.e. inscribed, face of the second slab, shows that the account continued 
beyond the last column. Hence Dinsmoor was compelled to assume that a few lines 
were carried over to the front of the slab above the smooth face of fragment XI. 

From repeated attempts at placing fragments XII and XII' in the stele as restored 
by Dinsmoor, it has become evident that a new and simpler arrangement of all the 
pieces is possible. The relative order of the large fragments can be determined from 
the contents and was correctly established by Michaelis as far back as 1889.3 Moreover, 
two of the fragments, VIII and IX, which preserve the left edge of the stele, certainly 
come near the beginning of the inscription, and fragment X has on good groulnds been 
placed close to fragment IX.4 Thus far I accept Dinsmoor's arrangement, but a new 
reading of the last line in fragment IX adds a new and important item to the accounts. 
Caskey reads the letters uer without suggesting the word or words to which they might 
belong. The first three letters are perfectly plain, but what appears like a 7r is only the 
top of two vertical strokes. The horizontal bar is the break at the edge of the stone, 
as appears from the fact that the vertical strokes project above it. Furthermore, a 
slanting stroke appears before the first sigma. This can only be part of an alpha, which 
makes the reading r]&g uel[dag perfectly certain. Since the preceding line contains the 
sum total of the items stated above, it is evident that the last line is the beginning of 
a new heading, covering work on the ceiling. I suggest lr8^Zoot T&g axaidag i&! 8'g 1& s - 

e{ar ;raya7'bi,1 or something else with a similar meaning. The importance of this 
new reading will appear later. 

I A. J. A. XXXVI, 1932, pp. 146 ff. Cf. L. D. Caskey, Erechtheum, pp. 417, 418, 422. 
2 Caskey (Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, pp. 317 ff.) at first assumed that there were four slabs, each with 

four columns on the front, but later he gave up this arrangement and accepted that of Dinsmoor. 
8 Ath. Mitt. XIV, 1889, pp. 349 if. 
4 Dinsmoor, A. J. A. XVII, 1913, p. 248. 
5 Cf. Caskey, Erechtheun, p. 380, XIII i, 11. 5, 6. 
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Fragment XI is placedl by Dinsmoor in the second stele near the en(d of the account 
for the year. It is necessary to bear in mind that the compelling argument for this 
arrangement is the fact that the back of the fragment, though not broken away, appears 
not to have been inscribed, whereas fragment VIII was certainly opisthographic. If it 
can be shown that both sides of XI were inscribed, or, at least, that they might have 
been inscribed, no good reason remains for assuming that the fragments belong to two 
separate. slabs. 

Before taking up the positive argum eits for a new arrangement of the fragments it 
is necessary to discuss in detail the arrangement proposed by Dinsmoor andl the evidence 
on which it rests. Since Dinsmoor's scheme, first published in 1913 1 and since then 
generally accepted, supersedes all the previous attempts at arranging the fragments, we 
may disregard all the other proposed solutions and limit our diseussion to that of 
Dinsmoor alone. 

Fragments IX and X are so placed that the break at the top of the two pieces 
follows in a straight line which is one of the principal fractures of the stone. The 
relation of these two fragments to each other, which was first pointed out by Washbirnm2 
is presumably correct, and the contents of VIII A and IX prove that the former precedes 
the latter in the same column. From the list of the unfinished work recorded in the 
Chanidler inscription it is possible to determine that the items given in VIII A belong 
to the early part of the year,3 perhaps to the third prytany or earlier. Dinsmoor, from 

actual experiments, concluded that all the work preceding that recorded in VIII A could 

have been written in 95 lines. Although it is impossible to determine with any degree 
of accuLracy exactly how many separate items were recorded in the lost portion of the 
first coluamn4 there is no reason for doubting that VIII A should come somewhere in the 

lower half of this column. It records the setting in place and the dressing of the surface 

of the frieze with its badkers. Since the conclusion of this work and the sum total paid 
for it is apparently recorded in the first lines of IX, the two fragments must follow in 

the order proposed by Caskey5 and followed by DinsmoorA6 
The relation of VIII to IX is further indicated by the condition of the edge of the 

stone. The left edge of VIII, which preserves the full thickness of the stele, appears to 

have been cut back in the centre, leaving a raised band ca. 5 cm. wide on each side. 

This treatment has the superficial appearance of anathyrosis and has been so interpreted.7 
It constitutes one of the chief arguments for the plurality or duality of the slabs of 

A. J. A. XVII, 1913, pp. 247ff. 
2 A. J. A. X, 1906, p. 2, note 2. 
:3 Dinsmoor, A. J. A. XVII, 1913, p. 250. 
4 The variotus items may have been grouped differently from those recorded in the preserved part of 

the stele, and the phraseology uised in the inscription for similar kinds of work varies so much that an 
estimate based on actual experiments can only claim to approximate the facts of the case. 

'l Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, p. 319, fig. 1. 
6 Op. cit. p. 249, fig. 2; cf. Erechthelum, p. 325, fig. 186. 
7 L. D. Caskey, Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, p. 319; I?rechtheuni, p. 324; W. B. Dinsmnoor, op. cit. p. 248. 
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which the stele was compose(l. But it is dlifficult to believe that the raised bands at the 

e(lge of the stone woul(d have been imade so wide if the middle had been cut away to 
make proper contact with the adjoiningr slab. Can it really be a coincidence that the 

e(lges of the sunk surface correspond exactly to two parallel faults in the marble (Fig. 58)? 
Fragfnments VIII and IX are both badly weathered on all sides, and it is likely that this 
weatheringt took place while the stele stood upright on the Acropolis. Btut the left edge 

with its " anathyrosis " is weathered fully as muich as the inscribe(d surface. If the edge 

had been fitted to another block, it ought to have been preserved from the action of the 

.. . . ..... ......... .. 

Fig. 58. Erechtheuim Inscription, Fragmnent VIII, Left Edge 

weather. If, oII the other hand, the weathering took place after the stele had been 

broken up and(I removed, it is not likely that the two fragmiients woul(d be equally weathere(d 
at the e(dge. Whatever is the reason for the sunk bandl in the midIdle-andl it may be 

nothing muore thani the unequal weatheringo of the three layers of marble-it is highly 

iml)probable that it was intended as an anathyrosis and cannot, therefore, be consideredl 
valid proof that the stele consisted of two or more slabs. 

Dinsinoor's arrangemiient of fragments VIII, IX and X inidicates that the slab to which 

they belong had at least five columns of writing. He assumne(d that it had only five, 
althoug,h he had no proof for the exact numaber of columnis nor for the width of the slab. 

The largest fragment, XI, contains part of three columns anid preserves part of the 

right e(lge of the stone. Since its back appears to be blank it seemed impossible that 

it could belong to the first slab which is opisthographic. Hence Dinsmoor assigned XI 

to the right side of a second slab an(1 gave the following reasons for the arrangement: 
'Now the explanation of the anathyrosis at the left edge of G 4- H (VIII + IX), where 

we need no earlier columns of accounts becomes clear. As in all the previous building 
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accounts, e.g. those of the Parthenion, the Propylaea, and probably also the original work 
on the Erechtheuma, it was intended that the accounts should be inscribe(d on the obverse 
and reverse of a single slab; with the gra(lual lengthening of the prytany accounts, 
however, both obverse and reverse had been occupiecl while yet two prvtanies, perhaps, 
remained to be inscribed. There was no alternative but to set up a seconcd stele, to the 
left of the first with ani anathyrosis joint between, an(i to continue onl its reverse the accounts 
of the final prytariies, while the obverse remained blank. The reverse of G (VIII) was probably 
concerned with the stonework formiing the beginnriing of the ninth prytaniy at the bottom 
of columun x, while J (XI) contains parts of columnns xiii-xv belonging to the tenth prvtany.' 

This arrangemenit is now miodified. through the assignmenit of fragment XXVI to the 
second stele.' Dinsmoor places it in the lower right corner under fragment XI. Certain 
irregularities of spelling, he explains on the groundI 'that this last accounit of the year 
was not posted until the scribe of 408/7 had assumed office.' This wouLld seem to show 
that this fragmenit ought to come close to the end of the year. But we have no right 
to suppose that the accounts of one year were handled by. the scribe of the succeeding 
year, an(d the irregularities of spelling can be explained on other grounds. The omllissionl 

of the rough breathing occurs so many timiies in the accounts of this year as to require 
no comment. But the word 6yY@trt not only has the rough breathing but is spelled with 
an eta at the end. Similar ionicisms do not occur in the earlier accounts of the year, 
although they are frequent enough in the accounts of the year 408/7. There is, however, 
one instance of eta used as a vowel on the revserse of VIII. Only two letters, H K, of 
the word could be read in 1906,2 but this is enough to show that the H canniot be a 
rough breathing. In fragimenits XII and XII' which, as will appear later, probably 
belong to the same side of the stele as VIII B, the rough breathing is three times omittecl, 
although there are no other cases of ionicism. Nevertheless, since there is one other 
example of the eta used as a vowel in the accounts of this year its occurrence in XXVI 
requires no further explanation. 

Apart froma the contents of the fragments, which will be discussed later, there are 
certain difficulties inherent in Dinsmoor's arrangemuent which will (lisappear if it call be 
shown that all the fragments belong to a single stone. Dinismoor himself admits that 
the original intention was to inscribe the accounts on the two sides of a single stele. 
The departure froma this original plan was caused by the unexpected lengthening of the 
prytany accounts. But it is highly improbable that the accounts were inscribed on the 

stone before the encl of the year when the required size of the stele could be accurately 
calculated. We know from two itemas in the inscription of the following year' that the 

1 A. J. A. XXXVI, 1932, p. 147, It was first suggested by 3annnier (Bh. iUus. 1906, p. 226) that XXVI 
belonged to the accounts of 409/8. 

2 Washburii (A. J. A. X, 1906, pl. III, 1. 46). The two slanting strokes of the kappa, wlhichl appear in 
Washburn's reproduiction, are not clearly visible at present, but it is not unlikely that the soft flaky surface 
has stuffered further da,nage since the inscription on the reverse was first discovered. 

3 Fragment XVII i, 11. 30-32; ii, 11. 31-33. 
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accouints were first recorded on somne perishable miaterial. Moreover, if the accounts of 
the first five and(I a half prytaniies could be written in five columans, as Dinsmoor conclucted,l 
is it likely that it would require more than ten columns for the items of the last four 
ari(l a half prytanies, aricn that the whole reverse anid a small part of the obv-erse of the 
secon(l slab woulcl be occupi.ed by the accounts of two prytanies? Dinsmoor does not 
explain why the second slab, adcled about the end of the eighth prytany, was macle as 
large as the first, although it imlUst ha\ve been eviden-t by that time that the recorcl 
of the work done during two prytaniies coul(d not require as mauch space as all the 
work of the preceding eight prytanies together. Furthermore, the mlarble of fragment XI 
shows the same ten(lency to flake off along certain well-marked maicaceous faults as is 
the case with fragmuents VIII-X, and fragment XXVI shows the samle characteristic. In 
all the fragmienits these faults run approximately parallel to the face of the stele. It 
would be a most remarkable coincidence that two large slabs cut at different periods 
shoul(d be so perfectly simailar in the graini of tlhe milarble. 

The back of fragment XI appears to be blank, and it has always been assuimed that 
it never was inscribed, Before the letters were discovered on the reverse of VIII2 there 
was nothinig to prev\ent the placing of all tlhe fragmenits in a single stele as was actually 
(loie by Banlnier.3 But after this (liscovery had beeni maacde various suggestions were 
offered for the number of slabs constituting the stele.4 There are, however, good reasons 
for believing that the rev erse of XI was inscribed, although practically all traces of 
letters have disappeare(l. In the new excavations of the Athenian Agora, a (drain was 
discovered which was partly covered with re-use(d blocks, some of which were inscribed 
marble stelae. Through the chemical action of the water and the gases fromn the sewage 
the surface of the marble in places has become corrocled to such an extent that it is 
impossible to (letermine the letters although the liies are faintly visible.5 The marble 
has a slightly rough, granulated appearance. Another block, now in the Epigraphical 
Aluseum, shows the samiie peculiar corrosion of the surface. It is part of a triangular 
base inscribe(d on one sidle. The hea(ding, which was written in large letters, is faintly 
legible, and inl the lower part of the block some lines of the inscription are well preserved. 
But part of the surface appears perfectly blank, so mnuch so that it is very difficult to 
determiine where the inscription proper begins. The sturface of the muarble on the reverse 
of XI strongly resembles the surface of this base, and by careful measurements it can 
be shown that XI is 1-2 nmmu. thinner than VIII. Whether the two fragments belong to 
the same stele or not this small difference muight easily have existed from the beginning, 
but the condition of the rear surface of XI muakes it likely that the unequal thickness 

I Op. cit. p. 251. 
0 O. Waslhburn, A. J. A. X, 1906, pp. 1 ff. 

I Rh. Mus. 1906, p. 226. 
4 A. Frickenhaus (A. J. A. X, 1906, p. 15) arid L. D. Caskey (Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, p. 319) both 

concluded that there were four slabs to the stele. 
5 These will be published by Professor B. D. Meritt in an early number of Hesperiia. 
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is (lue to corrosion. Bv turning the reverse in the proper light it is possible to detect 
faint traces of a plain band between the last two columns of inscriptions. 

The physical condition of the marble proves that the reverse of XI could have been 

inscribed even if the letters have all disappeared, and from the contents of the inscriptions 

and from other indications alreadvy mentioned it can be dcemonstrated that both sides of 

the stele were inscribed and that all the existing fragmeents belong to a single slab. 

According to the arrangement proposed by Dinssmoor and followed by Caskey the 

last column of XI contains the accounts of the tenth prytanly. Amllong the itemus mentioned 

here are some that have to do with the roofing of the bkuilding. 'Three hundred an(I 
eighty-eight cross-pieces (,tpacvreg) were planed for use in the roof, an(d a few lines below 

the laying of rafters and cross-pieces is recorded. Between these two itemils the work 

of laying the tiles is referred to. Caskey assumned I that the roof mentioned here is not 

the roof over the whole temple but only that over the east cella. Since the preceding 
two columns contain the record of work on the ceilin-g followed by this account of the 

roof construction, the ceiling referre(l to in XI iii, 11. 26, 27 as d'Qocp e?d 'U- vecs has 

been understood to mean the ceiling over the east cella alone. But this use of 'a6k to 

refer to a particular part of the building is wholly unwarranted, as is shown by the 

Chandler inscription in which the whole building is three times referred to as o vaog. 

Caskey in commenting on the work on the roof in XI iii says that ' the newly finished 

ceiling (over the east cella) required immediate protection froma the weather.' But is it 

possible that the elaborately carved wooden ceiling, the making of which must havre 

required a long time, was finished before the building was roofed? Since the laying of 

the roof according to Dinsmnoor's arrangement took place in the tenth prytany the buiilding 

remained entirely unroofed dcuring the winter of 409/8, althougLh work on the ceiling had 

begun in the early part of the year. Moreover, if Caskey is correct in assigning the 

woodwork recorded in IX to the roof over the east cella, the material paid for in the 

late summer of 409 would have had to renmain unused until the following June. It might 

be supposed that a temporary roof was used during the winter, but such a roof would 

be costly and wholly unnecessary.2 After the cornice and the gables were finished there 

was nothing to prevent the laying of the roof, and it is safe to assume that this was 

done as soon as possible, certainly before the work on the ceiling began. The work on 

the west part of the building seeims to hav e lagged to a certain extent, and it is 

likely that the roof construction mentioned in XI iii is the last work on the roof, finished 

in the late fall before the heavy rains began.3 In moldern architecture no one woul(d 

I Erechtheum, p. 369. 
2 A. Frickenhaus (A. J. A. X, 1906, p. 15, note 1) suggested that the roof referred to in XI iii was of a 

temporary nature, but this suggestion was rightly rejected by Caskey (Erechthetui, p. 369). 
3 If we assume that the wolrk on the roof began in the fall of 409, as soon as the geison and the gables 

were finished, and continued without interruption uintil completed in the fifth prytany, one serious difficulty 

in the interpretation of the inscriptions is removed. The distribution of the 388 himtnates over half of the 

building gives rise to problems which have never been properly solved. See L. D. Caskey, Erechtheumn, 
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think of beginning to work on the interior finishing before the building has been roofed, 
and it is no more likely that the Greek architects of the fifth century would do so. 

The final placing of all the fragments in the stele as demanded by the contents and 
indicated by the nature of the mnarble may now be discussed (Fig. 59). With regard to 

t: 
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F'ig. 59. Ere'chtheum Accouints for 409/8, NTew Arrangement 

fragmnents VIIJ-X I follow Dinsmoor's arrangement. Fragment XI I would place somewhere 
iu the upper half of the right side, so that column i of XI would come directly above 
column iii of X, both of which record work on a ceiling. Fragment XXVI will then be 

p. 353, fig. 189, and p. 369; and cf. G. P. Stevens, ibid. pp. 76ff. Btut if the roof construetion recorded in 
XI iii comprises only part of the work, i.e. only as much as was done in the fifth prytany, we have no 
way of telling how large a part of the whole roof this item covers. 
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placedI in the lower right handl corner with the unfinished accounts at the bottom of the 
colunmn carriecl over to the reverse of the stele. In this way it is possible to fit all the 
fragmnents into a single stele with six colulmns on each side. Fragments XII and XII' 

mu-Lst be placed on the reverse, perhaps at the bottom of the fifth column. It is difficult 
to see how it coul(d belong to the front of the stele. The ceiling on which work was 

done in the first half of the year 409/8 and recorded on the obverse is almnost certainly 
that over the east cella, whereas the new fragmyient seems to deal with the ceiling over 
the westernmost room. But this ceiling cannot have been finished until the following 

year when the placing of the " bent beam " and the other ceiling beams is recorded.' 
The work of the turners mnentioned in XII had to do with preparation for the making 
of the coffers which would not necessarily coinicide in tiine with the actual work on the 

ceiling itself.2 
The contents of VIII B, which now rnust come near the end of the year, cannot be 

restored, but the beginning seems to be concerned with some stone work, if Kleon. 

whose name appears in line 6, is the samne muan who was later engaged in the channeling 
of the columns in the east porch. In lines 7 and 8 the sumn total of the preceding itemyls 

was given, and below follow accounts of a different nature, probably purchases of some 
kind. The only word which is clearly preserved is (ltO'2 which does not occur elsewhere 
in the Erechtheum inscriptions. But in the records of 408/7 two items occur which have 

to do with the temporary keeping of accounts. In the seventh prytany two boards 

(aaviwdg)3 were purchased for this purpose at a cost of two drachmae, and in the eighth 
prytany two sheets of paper (%aLat)4 costing two drachmae and four obols were bought 
for a simnilar use. The fltBia mentioned in VIII B can hardly be anything else than 

the accounts,5 ancd since the plural is used it seems likely that the separate records of 

all the prytanies are here referred to together. This is just the kind of item one would 

expect to find in the records of the last prytany when some provision must have been 

made for the permanent recordiing of the accounts on marble. 
The progress of the work on the building can now be followed in its logical sequence 

throughout the first half of the year 409/8. The preserved fragments constitute so smnall 

a part of the whole stele that an attempt to divide the contents into prytanies is largely 

guesswork, especially since not a single reference to the prytanies is preserved. We 

may assume that the accounts of approximately five prytanies were inscribed on each 

1 Professor Dorpfeld has kindly shown me the manuscript of an article, soon to be published in the 

A.J.A., in which he presents a new explanation of the xacuuvUnv aEll4a. In this article he also rejects his 

former view that the west room in the exectuted plain of the building was without a wooden ceiling. That 

such a ceiling existed is now ftirther shown by our new fragment. 
2 In the numerous references to the nailing of astragals to the frames no mention is made of the making 

of astragals. Apparently both these and the other parts were already made before the work on the coffers 

themselves began. 
3 Fragment XVII i, 11. 30-32. 
4 Fragment XVII ii, 11. 31, 32. 
s For the use of ~tpfiov to mean the first copy of a decree later inscribed on stone see I.G. I12 1, 

1. 61 and for its use in the sense of receipt or bill cf. Preisigke, Worterbuch d. gr. Papyrusurkunden, s. v. 
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side. In the first columyin the unfinished stone-work on the south wall and the laying 
of the frieze with its backers were recorded. Then follows a reference to the ceiling 
beamns which were probably laid in place over the east cella as soon as the frieze was 
finished.' The work on the cornice was recorded in the second column followed by the 
work on the gables in the third column. The lost lower part of the third and the upper 
part of the fourth column probably contained an account of the work on the roof over 
the east half of the building, for the lower half of columln iv, at least part of column v, 
and the upper part of column vi record work on a coffered ceiling of wood, probably 
that over the east cella.2 In the mneantimne the work on the western part of the building 
continued at a somewhat slower pace, but this part was probably roofed during the fifth 
prytany before the heavy winter rains began. The roof mentioned in XI iii can only 
be that over the western end of the building. The impossible theory that the ceiling 
was made before the roof was laid must be completely rejected. The payments to 
laborers working by the day, which are recorded in XXVI, may have been for carrying 
up tiles on the roof, for taking down the scaffoldings after the roof was finished and 
for similar jobs not specifically stated. The contents of the reverse we can only conjecture 
except for the work on the ceiling in the westernmost room which was probably begun 
toward the end of the year 409/8 an-id continued in the next year (408/7). The rest of 
the accounts for the last half of the year 409/8 may have been concerned with other 
work in the interior, paintings and encaustic, the making of the east and north doors, etc. 
Possibly work on the frieze had already begun before the year was over. 

The arrangement of the fragrnents as giveni above is dlemnanided by the contents, but 
confirmatory evidence for its correctness is furnished by the physical condition of the 
myiarble. A glance at figLire 59 will show that the breaks follow in natural lines. When 
the stele was thrown down it seems to have received a blow at a point near the centre, 
at the topm-ost point of fraJgment X. The upper half was broken away alongf a line 
followinig the top of VIlI and the bottom of XI. The lower half was again dlivide(d into 
three parts by two main fractures, extending obliquely to the right and left in nearly 
straight lines from the top of X, and continuing along the breaks at the top of IX 
aii(I XXV1.1 

The grain of the marble indicated by wellmarked faults also indicates that this 
arrangement is correct. All the fragments tend to split along certain lines roughly 
parallel to the surface of the stele. It is probably more than a coincidence that the 
three fragments with the back completely missing all come in the lower part of the 

T'l'his would be the niormal procedure whichl probably was followed wherever possible. An exception 
seems to have been mnade in the case of the westernmost rooin, probably because of the irregularities in 
the soutthwest corner wlich seem to have caused considerable difficulty and delay. For a discussion of 
the various theories regarding this moot question see L. D. Caskey, Erechtheum, pp. 348, 349, 408if. 

2 It is likely that this work on the ceiling was divrided between two prytanies, and in that case part 
of column v was occuLpied with other matters. 

3 For another stele wlhich was shattered in a somewhat similar way see B. D. Meritt, Athezian 
Calendar, pl. 1. 
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stele below the two oblique fractures at the top of IX, X, and XXVI. This shows that 
the natural faults of the stone were more clearly marked in the lower part, but similar 
faults are easily traceable in VIII and XI. They are less prominent in XI which apparently 
belongs to the upper half of the stele. 

10. Fig. 60. E. M. 12733. Small fragment of white marble found Septemnber 22, 1932, 
in the late fill north of the cave. 

Height, 0.10 ni.; width, 0.055 m.; thickness, 0.035 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.009 mn. Non Stoichedon. 

Fig. 60. lnscription No. 10 

al -t - - - -- 

Tov - - 

Jo0,oO[8e---o --- 

Xa)o QE - - - - - - 

(X}'x [0icz - - - 

The fragment belongs to the bottom of the column, as is shown by the blank space, 

ca. 0.02 in. high, below the last line. Since the left edge of the fraginent is a break, 
there must have been at'least one more column on the stele. 

There is a close similarity between this fragment and some small pieces of the 
Erechtheum accounts which have been dated in the year 408/7.' The spacing both of 
lines and letters varies somewhat among the fragments, and in fragment XXV, placed 
by Dinsmoor at the end of the. accounts for the year, the spacing is much wider than 
in any of the others. The new fragment resembles XXI most closely. The shapes of 
the letters are approximately the same in all the pieces. although the size varies to some 
extent.2 The similarity is so striking that on general appearance alone it is tempting 
to assign the new fragment to the same stele. An additional reason for (lating it in the 
year 408/7 is the occurrence of the name Dorotheos in line 4. Only one Dorotheos is 

1 I.G. 12 374 Q-W; L. D. Caskey, Erechthetum, pp. 376-379, XIX-XXV; W. B. Dinsmnoor, A. J. A. 
XVII, 1913, pp. 255 ff. and XXXVI, 1932, pp. 145 ff. 

2 Cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, A. J. A. XVII, 1913, p. 263. 
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known from the end of the fifth century, anld the other inscription' in which his name 
occurs is dated in that year. He was secretary either of the council during one of its 
prytanies2 or of the board of treasurers.3 On the assumption that the new fragment is 
part of the Erechtheum accounts we may conjecttirally restore it as follows: 

-24t [yravrog XilitLcTog x&oaXatov 
ho ra:e[ERoaSov 7X0l ef7Vff,0Xphot ':ar 
TJv T [axyiov o g 086 nutmeral grd 
JoooQo [so OtXvecog yoa7Ltarevorog 

OXaew -- 

dvra<[oyta To havroi. 

It is (lifficult, however, to suggest any restoration for line 5. Possibly the name 
beginning with Xato8- was that of the chairman of the buil(ling commission.4 If some 
such restoration is possible the fragment woul(d have to come at the very en(d of the 
accounts for the year, the numeral in line 3 giving the total receipts of the commissioners 
for the whole year. But here another difficulty arises from the fact that fragment XXV 
has been assigned by Dinsmoor to the en(d of the accounts for the tenth prytany.5 The 
wide spacing of lines and letters in fragmnent XXV would seem more nlatural at the en(d 
of the whole account for the year. On the other hand, the formula as restore(d by 
Dinsmoor is exactly the same as that used at the close of some of the other prytaniesi 
anl(l it is obvious that the coimparatively small sum recorde(d in XXV represents the 
expen(litures (luring one prytany only. Is it not possible that the wi(le spacing was 
caused by a (lesire on the part of the stone cutter to make the prytany account exten(d 
to the bottom of the colunmn so that the accounts of the new prytany could begin at 
the top of the next columnn? In that case fragment XXV\ might belong to the accounts 
of another prytany an(d the new fragment, containing the final sums for the year, coul(d 
coime at the very en(d of the stele. 

11. Fig. 61. E. M. 12715. lragment of white marble found March 2, 1932, north of 
the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite, close to virgin soil (cf. p. 355). 

Height, 0.155 m.; wi(ith, 0.115 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.008 m. Stoichedon. 

I.G-. J 313. 
2 W. S. Fergutson, Treasuters of Athena, pp. 27, note 1; 52, 1. 185. 
3 B.D1). Meritt, Athenian Financial Documents, p. 29. 

In the preceding year this coinmission consisted of thlree members (1.G. G 2 372, 11. 11, 2). 
W. B. Dinsinoor, A. J. A. XVII, 1913, p. 263; XXV, 1921, pp. 245 ff.; XXXVI, 1932, pp. 1145 ff. 

Fragmnent XXV and four others were rejected from tile accounts for this year by de La Coste-Messeliere, 
B.C0.1!. XLVIII, 1924, p. 324. They were republished by Caskey as belonging to the accounts for 408/7 
(op. cit. pp. 373 ff.) but their place in the stele was not deternined. 

6 See L. 1). Caskey, op). cit. p. 388, XVII, i, 1. 24; 394, XVII, ii, 11. 22, 23. 
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Fig. 61. Inscriptioi No. 11 

?g %,!IE.{ ' ?i3 |1 fI 

?x -T- 
- - - 

XI I [Y.] lov X 1 E 
? 

-g vacat 
5 ['E,7t KAk]Xio ?exovr{og ------- 

- -- -- rloQ, 7?[or06-(-) - - - 
- - - - - -1 - ev i'o 51I,s;-. 

EIa QV V%g .s1 . 

- - - hoey]]_xov Yw- 

10 vacat 
* - fci O lEsot v Na-- 

The back is broken away along a natural fault of the marble. No original edge is 
preserved. Although the arrangemnent is stoichedoni, the letters of the last two lines are 
larger and more widely spaced than those above. Line 11 seems to begin a new heading. 
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The forms of the letters point to a date near the end of the fifth century B.c. The 

archon whose name is mentioned in line 5 can only be Kallias. It mnust remain uncertain, 
however, whether this is the Kallias of 412/11 or that of 406/5. So far as it is possible 
to judge from the items mentioned, the inscription seems to belong to an inventory of 
some kind. 

12. Fig. 62. E. M. 12743. Small fragment of white marble found October 1, 1932, in 
the lower area. 

Height, 0.09 m.; width, 0.16 m.; thickness, 0.16 in. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 

Fig. 62. Inscription No. 12 

To - 

M , - - - 

MTI [vr) - - - - 

VTM?o[5 - - --- 

Moivrj; - - --- 
. . . wiV - - 

To the left of the column was a blank space, at least 0.022 m. wide, showing that 

the preserved letters do not belong to the first column of the stele. Professor Meritt 

has identified this fragment as belonging to the naval catalogue, some fragments of 

which he published in 1927.1 What is preserved on the new fragment is apparently a 

list of slaves who served as OeQhrovrze in the ships. Parts of three names are preserved, 

and it is likely that line 2 contained another name rather than the heading io$O'icl. 

The bowmen, of whom there were only two or three in each ship, were in other instances 

Athenian citizens,2 whereas two of the names on our fragment are certainly slave names. 

13. Fig. 63. E. M. 12744. Fragment of white marble found October 19, 1932, in the 

lower area. 

Height, 0.19 m.; width, 0.11 m.; thickness, 0.15 m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.017 m., but the letters in the lowest line appear to be smaller. 

1 A. J. A. XXXI, 1927, pp. 462 ff.; J (G. 112 959, 1951; cf. J. Sundwall, Arch. Anz. XXX, 1915, pp. 124 ff. 
2 I. G. 112 1951, ll. 44, 45, 107-109. 

27 
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wa'SS~~~~~~t- 

Fig. 63. Inscription No. 13 

- - - -- -ov 

- - - -- -Oa 
. .ao 

Part of the right edge is preserved, 
but the back is broken awav. The 
surface is badly weathered. The first 
three lines are probably part of a 
heading. 

14. Fig. 64. E. M. 12741. Small fragment of white marble found(I October 14, 1932, 
north of the east entrance to the cave. 

Height, 0.08 m.; width, 0.061 in.; thickness, 0.062 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. Stoichedon (?). 

Fig. 64. Inscription No. 14 

- _ - - OH 
- - - - _ - YA 
- - - ---- - EA 

-Al 

The last letter of line 3 is probably an eta with the horizontal stroke omittedl. 
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15. Fig. 65. E. M. 12719. Fragment of inscription of bluish marble founcl March 9, 1932, 
slightly north of the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

Height, 0.26 m.; width, 0.17 in.; thickness, 0.072 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 in. Stoichedon 30. 

Fig. 65. IDscription No. 15 

detrc6v. [nSvXrjt ecyaOit -ro3 dfjsov roIJ ~AO~v-] 
akinv. (6)rrwg [1?v et6dknv 7rcavTeg Oct CEIA.,] 

veg Sit 6 cd [~tog 6 ~AOpvahwv bd:rtuuavat] 

XdQtTrag eur[odt6o'va,t ro'l ei,6eyeioi-] 
5 ativ ai5ro'v et [~Iag Tdl'v 0,ei3eeetv 6e6JO'] 

A Y 

og da'r6eh [; e?vpovg c1ov xat, ?.'ywv xad 7-] 

eadnrwv 6w4t 1xv 6tvivyrat ~iree' 'rCov Iv By-] 

10 CaniTLF0,M c[XtoX0Vnov(dvv Xat va& Idxxa]27 

-:gE5 s s s E Ft ~~~~~~~~27 
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aLVCpQOVT[a veaQTst xtcl iot4 Xov'}1] 

Xc 'ta (at) 24Or[vacdV acxlrcX volg elg 'TO-] 
'EXXrairo[vr0o g- 

* xaQ v'ce D - - - - - - _ 
15) (8) 7rto [gS - - - - - - - - - - 

. r . ' dera - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
- -.... - --)- -? -- 

The left edge of the stele is preserved. The first letter in line 6 was erased and the 
letters Al were crowded into the fouirth space. Line 7 has been erased by rubbing or 
scraping, not by means of the chisel. A few faint traces of letters remnain, but it is 
likely that the line was erased at the time when the stele was inscribed. The name of 
the man honored in the decree, which probably began near the midclle of line 6 and 
ended in line 8, can hardly have occupied one and a half lines. In line 9 there is an 
erasure in the third space, but no letter is ornitted in the text. In line 12 two letters 
seem to have been omitted by the stone cutter. The word IrwOg both in line 2 and in 
line 15 is spelled with an initial owega instea(l of ominikron. The event referred to in 
line 10, if the restoration is correct, is probably the siege of Byzantiuim by Philip in 
the year 340/339.' 

16. Fig. 66. E. M. 12707. Fragment of white marble founc.d April 12, 1932, near the 
Acropolis wall, northwest of the Mycenaean stairway. 

Height, 0.18 in.; width, 0.12 in.; thickness, 0.083 mi. 
Height of letters, 0.006 mi. Stoichedon 28. 

[. xoWav ijo5v V[0oV d1jo'aOato xac] 

[lav6v xaO 8X]] Y)'V [OVg Z'680Y'ag XaLl 

[rffQo$ivovg 5r] o13 l [ 3o elva-] 

['Ua1v Y'i]g xa't o1'[Xiagc wI~rotg sh'5atj] 
5 [xal 'ra]g C a'i El[ag areareQiV8U0at a-] 

[Vvwovg] xal t e [iap oQ&r k du V] 

[p8,r& )4] 0jvatiW, [6awg &PV et'dCloaV 7rac'-] 

['ve5 0ht] O 6dnpog [6 L4Ojvaiwr ,uylt woi'-] 

[S e'eQYe't] aS Atzr[evvrag i1AtiehTaa] 
10 [t 68 ainrv] Tiy [fOvU)' 'Ull /ov2VsOV-] 

[aaV Xat ov]p -- - 

I Other inscriptions relating to the same event are I. G. 112 233-23.). Cf. (tamb. Antc. Hist. VI, pp. 251 ff. 
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Fig. 66. Inscription No. 16 

The forimula used and 
the formis of the letters point 
to a date in the second half 
of the fourth century B.C. 

17. Fig. 67. E. M. 12736. Small fragment of white marble found October 7, 1932, 

in the middle area. 

Fig. 67. Inscription No. 17 

Height, O.09 m.; width, 0.06 m.; thickness, 

0.025 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. Stoichedon 52 (?). 

i 4qsevv rwvg't lt hcrwov 
" 
i,jV~WiW 

A0'" [ov V l EoVg GvpdXovQ Tlob Ao'40(OCv 8,17l 

TVIIo)t fnloOJ6v xOi,g] 

>IO, [vacovQ xad iobg avyjtapdovg rravfl uOE;'J 

xaroa r6 duvvar6v OQz-] 

OV VV d E - 
et[vw _ c __ __ - 
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Part of the left edge of the stone is preserved. It seems to refer to a treaty betweeni 
the Lokrians and the Athenians, possibly from the time shortly after the death of Alexander, 
when the cities of Greece rose in revolt against Macedon. A fragmentary inscription 
(lated in the year 323/2 B.C. apparently refers to a treaty between Athens and Phokis,1 
an(I Pausanias2 and Diodorus3 both mention the Lokrians among those who joinedI the 
alliance for the liberation of Greece. The forms of the letters agree with such a date. 
The restoration propose(d above is conjectural, but the verb u1dvw116, commonly used in 
formulas of alliance, and the reference to the Lokrians and the Athenians in the next 
two lines show that the inscription had to do with a treaty. 

18. Fig. 68. E. M. 12706. Small fragment of iniscription on white marble found 
April 21, 1931, in a trial pit northeast of the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

Fig 68 Inscription No. 18 

Height, 0.1.6 ill.; wi(dth, 0.13 in.; 
thickness, 0.055 in. 

Height of letters, 0.006 in. 

Stoichedon 28. 

E[ E 0 I] 
'E,-t' S>6Ipat[ea'uovg &'epvogo e7r T'T 

S JaprjrtQ [a'Jog wevg zurvvaVEiag] 
[]t Avulha[g NoAirorrov Jiov yeVg E,'eQa,- 
[ad]TevEV [Bor eoItCoVog EVrt xatl }e-] 
[at] 1Lv-r[-rrt Xal 8'XOnt rg rrQva] 

[Veia]g 9[xxxnuifa - - - - - 

I I.G. 12 367. 
2 I, xxv, 4. 
3 XVIIll ix, 5-xi. 
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'rphe niamnes of the archon and of the secretary show that the decree belongs to the 
year 307/6. The restoration of the calendar for this year is beset with difficulties, 
partly because two new tribes, Demetrias and Antigonis, were added during the year, 
an(1 partly because of other unprecedented irregularities. Since this small fragment can 
be restored with fair certainty, it constitutes an important link in our chain of data 
from which to restore the calendar of this year. It is the first preserved inscription in 
which the tribe Demetrias appears as the prytanizing tribe, and since the number of 
the prytany can be restored we know that this new tribe held the third prytany of 
the year. 

The number of letters to be restored in each line is determined by line 1. But line 3 
would have 29 letters if the demotic of the secretary were spelled in the more usual 
way Jtoyssvk, and 30 letters if it were spelled Jtot8sevsg, both of which forms are common. 
The form Jtoy.Ev does not occur in any of the preserved inscriptions, but analogous 
forms are not uncommon.' The number of the prytany in line 2 was written with six 
letters. Three other possibilities exist, biQc0Trr, 8ydokng, and 16dr% but these are excluded 
because no combination of the date of the month in lines 4 and 5 will fit any of these 
nurnbers. 

Since the new inscription cannot be fitte(d into any of the proposed restorations of 
the calendar for the year 307/6, it will be necessary to discuss the whole problem at 
somne length. A large number of documents of this year are preserved, but only five 
equationis can be established, and of these all but two perm-it of other possibilities. 
All the (loculnents are discussed by Dinsmoor in his recent book on the Archons of 
Athens.2 His conclusion as to the calendar of this year differs greatly from that proposed 
by Kirchner in I.G. II 2, pp. 189, 191. He adduces evidence to prove that the year 
contained two intercalated inonths, Gamelion II and Anthesterion II, but in order to limit 
the year to thirteen months, he assumes that Mounychion was omitted. According to 
his arrangemnent the first half of the year was an ordinary year of ten prytanies, and 
tlhe second half of the year contained all the irregularities. He divides the year into 
twelve prytanies as follows: I-35, 11-36, 111-36, IV-35, V-36, VI-36, VII-28, VIII-28, 
IX-26, X-29, XI-30, XII-29. rThe confusion of the calendar in the second half of the 
year he explains on the basis of some arbitrary changes introduced by Demetrius 
at the timne of his visit in Athens, when he insisted on being initiated into all the 
m-ysteries at once without waiting for the established dates of the festivals.3 But in 
or(ler to fit this scheme to the existing inscriptions Dinsmoor has to assume that 
one of the (locuments contains a scribal error. Since we now find that the new 

T rihus the forms 'EQtxEEV (I. G. 112 1009, 1. 22) and 'EetxtEv'5 (ibid. 1. 94) appear instead of 'EQtxwtvs; 
'3AyuJCev-E'g (I. G. 112 1009, 11. 97, 102, 1.09; 1006, 11. 1.13-116) for )7yu$uvr,-w6g (cf. L. G. II2 1388, 1. 6, 
and 1-392, 1. 6), etc. 

2 Pp. 377-385. 
3 Cf. Plutarchl, Demetr., 12, 26. 
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inscription does not fit Dinsmoor's scheme it will be necessary to attemnpt a new 
arrangement. 

The chief evidence for the intercalation of the month Anthesterion is furnished by 
I.G. IJ2 459. This is a small fragment of a very large stele which must have had at 
least fifty letters to the line and may have had many more. According to Dinsmoor's 
restoration the secretary's name was omitted and the name of the month, Anthesterion, 
followed the mention of the prytany. This is also the restoration proposed in the 
corpus, but a careful examination of the stone shows that the restoration cannot be 
correct. The preposition at the beginning was written 'Em' as in I.G. 112 458. If it 
were written out in full the line would have to begin 0.005 m. from the left edge. In 
a stele of that size with the letters spaced 0.016 m. apart it is most improbable that the 
margin was that narrow. But a more serious change of reading must be made in line 3. 
The last preserved letter of that line cannot be an epsilon. Only an upright stroke 
remains, but the stone is preserved where the top stroke of the epsilon would come. 
Since the vertical stroke comes directly under the vertical stroke of the r7ho in line 1, it 
is probably not an iota but must be part of an eta. This being the case, the word 
Anthesterion must be rejected, and the word ending in nu in line 4 need not necessarily 
be restored [@peeoX6eyoo]v as proposed in the corpus. Moreover, there are some parts of 
letters preserved below line 4 which have not hitherto been observed. The letter directly 
below the omikron was either an eta or a nu, the next letter had a horizontal stroke at 
the top, and the letter under the delta was probably an iota, but possibly a phi. These 
letters must belong to the name of the proedros. But it is difficult to fit the reading 
into any known formula, and it is evident that the restoration of this inscription is too 
problematical to serve as a basis for an arrangement of the prytanies of the year. 
In fact it is by no means certain that the inscription belongs to the year 307/6.1 

Whatever is the explanation for the lengthening of the prytanies toward the end of 

the year, it can hardly be the addition of a second intercalary month, which would 

probably be too radical a departure to be tolerated. The last six prytanies must have 

been arranged approximately as was proposed by Kirchner, but his arrangement for the 
first part of the year has to be modified to fit the new decree. 

The following equations may now be made as the basis for a tentative restoration 
of the calendar: 

I It is difficult to suggest any reading that will fit the preserved letters of line 2. I can only suiggest 
as a possibility that the stone cutter began to write Anthesterion, which would norrnally have followed 
Gamelion, but noticed his mistake after he lhad written the first three letters LAvo. He may lhave intended 
to change these letters later into rau, but forgot to do so. If we admit this possibility, the inscription 
may be restored as follows: 

[LE ] L1VcUtX[QdTOV9 aQOVTOU btf tis AVttyoVMo; ?3YJO4'; 7(QVTce-] 

[EYd60]V dyd[o4nt Ti; 7rQVTCAVE1e'A )XXXa a * TWV 7CQoMQWV e7?Elp'pt-] 

NEV 'HY]-qYts(1?) ; 
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1. Our No. 18 Boecdromion 291 Prytalny III, 25. 
2. 1.G. JJ2 455 Pyanopsion 8 Prytany IV, 3. 
3. I.G. JJ2 456 Maimakterion 26 Prytany V, 21.2 
4. I.G. JJ2 458 Gamelion II 28 Prytany VIII, 21. 
5. I.G. JJ2 460-462 

S. L'. G. III, 86 Elaphebolion 9 Prytany X, 9. 

The other inscriptions of the same year adml-it of various restorations and can, 
therefore, not be used in support of any arrangement of the prytanies.3 Only I.G. 112 
455 appears to give some trouble, because both Kirchner and Dinsmoor restore it with 
43 letters to the line, whereas it can equally well be restored with 42 letters. The only 
line which cannot have less than 43 letters is line 7, where the naame of Stratokles of 
Diomeia has been restored. But, although he proposecd inost of the decrees at this 
period, there is no cogent reason for restoring his name here. His name is written with 
27 letters. If we restore the inscription with 42 letters to the line, either he was not 
the nlover,4 or two letters were crowcled into one space, or his demotic was written 

iopsevig as in our inscription, No. 18. The last solution is the least likely in view of 
the fact that we have to restore the form Jtoyltpav8 in line 3. I propose the following 
restoration of the first four lines: 

['E&' LIvM txQa'ToV &'gZovrog iFl 'tfig HavcYio1]v- vvVVVVV 

[h4o- T8,i,Tr vravdevTa lveiag iaNo0i]icmov Jio,t- 

[1e8t8 eappaiTMV)vv, HvavoqltcVog a8yO'log b taZ,aiv- 

[OV TQIrTt 'Ulg MrQvravelag 6xxXioiarc T7V MQ]0'dQ(o V 8m- 

The followilng table gives one possible restoratiori of the calendar for the year 307/6, 
but in view of the great irregularities which cannot be avoided, this is intended only 
as a tentative arrangement. Until some more deflnitely dated (locuments come to light 
no final solution of the problem can be offered. 

T'r ibe Prytany Days -Months 
I 32 (1-32) lHekatoiiibaion 1 - Metageitnion 2 
II 32 (33-64) Metageitnioii 3 - Boe(dromion 4 

1 I assume that the year began with two " full" months followed by five "hlollow" and five " ftll " 

months in alternate succession. 
2 This restoration presupposes one extra letter in the line as proposed by Kirchner. C. l)insmoor, 

op. cit. p. 384. 
3 I. G. IJJ22464 does not give the day of the month, btut the restoration proposed by Dinsmoor fills all 

the requiirements according to my arrangement. 
4 In the following year a motion was imade by Diotimos of Etionymia, whose full name, which requiires 

26 letters, wotuld fit the space in I. G. I12 455 according to my restoration. 
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TIribe Prytanty Days Months 

Demetrias III 30 (65-94) Boedromlion 5 - Pyanopsioin 5 
Pandionis IV 30 (95-124) Pyanopsion 6 - Maimakterion 5 
Aigeis 

or V 30 (125-154) Maimiakterion 6 - Posideon 6 
Oineis J 

VI 30 (155-184) Posideon 7 - Gamelion 6 
VII 30 (185-214) Gamelion 7 - Gamelion II 7 

Antigonis VIII 26 (215-240) Gamelion II 8 - Anthesterion 3 

IX 26 (241-266) Anthesterion 4 - Anthesterion 29 
Hippothontis X 39 (267-305) Elaphebolion 1 - Mounychion 9 

XI 39 (306-344) Mounychion 9 - Thargelion 19 
XII 40 (355-384) Thargelion 20 - Skirophorioni 29 

19. Fig. 69. E. M. 12718. Fragment of bluish marble found March 17, 1932, in the 
lower area north of the cave. 

Fig. 69. Inscription No. 19 

Height, 0.095 in.; wi(lth, 
0.145 in.; thickness, 0.055 Ill. 

Height of letters, 0.006 in. 
Stoichedlon 32. 

[lTew E"s]Xa xal q [IxoritdaQ iwi lQr& To- V] 

[bg fla] ]Xelg XOtl a[-Iyov ix'P >4O?vaicv] 

[xacd oTE] p o]avcTat xeva [X n aTE 8pavw xaTc xa-] 

[dv voto]v* eivcat di @on)[v VA05viov xa' aVr-] 

[OV x TO]]V5 kXyv[ovg aftoi Xza yeadiauO] 
[at pVki x]atc dn'[ov xat Teareiag 5 a\v jo-] 

[VtLOat xaw]4 T[6v vo'/ov- - - - - - - - - 
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The forins of the letters indicate that the inscription mnust be dated toward the enld 
of the fourth century, and the kings mnentioned in line 2 mnust refer to Antigonus an(d 
Deinetrius. The formula, so far as it can be restored, is almost identical with that used 
in the decree in honor of Oxythemis of Larisa,l one of Demetrius' friends, and it is highly 
probable that our fragment is part of a decree in honor of some other lieutenant of the same 
king. The word ~cow7v in line 4 meaning " for life " is unusual, but it is difficult to suggest 
any other restoration2 unless Zwj-- is the beginning of somie hitherto unknown namne. 

20. Fig. 70. E. M. 12717. Two fragments of bluish marble found March 8 and 9, 
1932, slightly north of the Sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodlite. 

Height, 0.15 ni.; width, 0.21 im.; thickness, 0.075 ni. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. Stoichedon. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Fig. 70. Inscription No. 20 

- - - - - - -- - - - AIT - - - - - 
- - - - - - - --- -T)v OQX- [vacat] 
[Wv - - - - - - - Tov]* iAvj-vacat 

I. G. 112 558. Cf. Diod., XXI, xv, xvi, 5; Athenaeus, vi, 253 a, xiii, 578 b. 
2 Cf. Dittenberger, Syll. IIJ, 1210. 
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[ovg- - - - - - - - X]a0' o'L oe-vacat 

6j [aTroIo v----vacatca "JO'v --------- 
- - - T- ] g OQXd)avoagV - 

- - - - - - - - - To] 6g aE ffQVT8l6 - 

- - - - - - - - - -- ?q 7Ca xaleQwv To - - - - 

- - - - - - - - --- dzroq'at Tt fovX[I - - - 

10 - - - - - - - - - - - -g XAl 7Qal8aTEVg e - - 
- ] A]6tvidn @avta [6ov - - - - 

- - - - - - - - - VTO VQlOl -reoaa - - - - -- 
- - - - - - - - - - -ENAIAPOKTI - - - - - 

The letters are clearly cut. The arrangement is stoichedon, but the vertical lines curve 
considerably. Lines 1-4 were apparently arranged in a narrower column than the lower 
lines. The decree seems to deal with an otherwise unknown treaty between the Athenians 
and the Andrians, but the formula used is so uncommon that it is difficult to restore any 
part of the inscription. The date is probably about the end of the fourth century B.C. 

21. Fig. 71. E. M. 12742. Fragfment of white marble found October 15, 1932, in 
the lower area. 

Fig. 71. Inscription No. 21 

Heig,ht, 0.22 in.; width, 0. 14 m.; thick- 
ness, 0.065 m. 

Height of letters, 0.007 in. Stoichedon. 

[airie' 6 [J--v ? --- 

[T&]!' Qvawv ? 

[XOtl W64 Xt -V -@ -M?f8 -Q - - - - 

di ar vxa?xo - - - - - - - - - 

[Vp(]qilaat O To)W[t 6iwt - - - 

..TQ . Q!tJ? - - - - - - - - - 

. . . . . . TO - - - - - - - - - 

Part of the left edge is preserve(l. The 
surface is so badly worn that only a few 
letters can be read with certaintv. 
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22. Fig. 72. E. M. 12709. Small fragment of inscription on bluish marble found 
May 5, 1931, near the east entrance to the cave. 

VK 

Fig. 72. Inscription No. 22 

Height, 0.08 m.; width, 
0.088 m.; thickness, 0.038 m. 

Height of letters, 0.005 m. 
Stoichedon. 

vacat 
- - - - - - YIONHP 

Part of the right edgre 
is preserved but the back is 
broken awav. Above the 
first line the surface was 
uninscribed to the top of 
the break, ca. 0.03 m. 

23. Fig. 73. E. M. 12722. Fragment of white marble found March 16, 1932, north 
of the east entrance to the cave. 

Fig. 73. Inscription V] 

Fig. 78. Insciiption No. 23 

Heig,ht, 0.10 m.; width, 
0.10 in.; thickness, 0.031 in. 

Height of letters, 0.014 m. 

[(]lJxtz[X[ or [I]eautzx[xeidc 

The preserved letters, 
written on the fascia below 
the pediment, belong to the 
superscription which prob- 
ably consisted of the name 
of the man honored in the 
decree. 
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24. Fig. 74. E. M. 12727. Fragment of bluish marble found near the Acropolis 
wall at a depth of ca. 2 m. 

Height, 0.20 in.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.08 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. Not stoichedon 43-45. 

Fig. 74.Inscripton No. 2 

. . . . . . . . . ., . . .e 22 .;4we x'w-'+S 'wwS@>Xu . . i_ 

() 
tva 

OmPxa' 6tig - - -' - - - oCg V v - 

[qccivri'rat Xciorrag eci vic ''sd7d[oVQ 'o- E 'aV jvTf6Y] 

5 [CP1X0uCto.V:t] . VVV dyaO*[t ,f, dBSOM Frtt flOV-] 

[Xit roig XacXovca]* ' 'r'o"'ovQ [:' rTjv Eatoiaav Exxx.-] 
. .'.' t f 5 o ' t cP v 

[Fp rjaTUt Bt' TO' :. UM;,. [ j % 3tIn F8 
I 

fa' Ot] 
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[TrSg ov)ig d1g 'rV] J'Jlov i O'Tlb d [OEx r't jOv x an&?xlVE-] 

[at YtBv nomnen] Titzwvog t [- - - - xa fav6iaai a?v"6v] 

10 [XQVo6it)t UT&pc)Vt Xa1 ] T& rOV v4u' [oV 83VOiag g'VSXa Tzg -Ce6g] 

[iv tov)3v zat' Tv d]i-uov 'u)v %1[orpVaiOv, Xat a&lm&rdv TObV] 

[Uff8q aVOV TOVTOY Jtov] vot'wv T8 [,riv &'V N&aret xatvoi5g reay-] 
(wt6o7-g zaX HavaOrvaiwv xat' 'E3Ervatvhv roTg yvyvtx-) 
[o?i OS'6lV T>g y' vVAyoo]8&m'wg ro[rltiuXOVAc TOig aTea-] 

I - [Tr?t'o '860cVOat c8& a] Vi@tJ xa [l zoxt'reiav cO0Xttaa08jV-] 

[Tl 8V Triudt JLcaUTUQil] xatix ['rV V4uo,tV. Toig c8Y 06olO8-] 

[Trag &'rav -r2X1i;wUUV hXza]Uor'[eo' eig EVa xat IrmTaXoa-] 

[Lovg dhXauTag e'aa7a]y[6-V aiTcWV rT,V doXcttao1av iX.] 

The stone is broken on all sides and at the back. The letters, which stronglv 
resemable those in IG. 112, Nos. 987 and 988, are carelessly cut. All the aliphas 
lack the horizontal stroke and the epsilons lack the mic;iddle stroke. After line 12 a 
whole line of 43 letters seems to have been omitted by the stone cutter. The 
copulative Te whichl is preserved on the stone shows that the games at the Panathenaic 
and Eletisiniani festivals were also incluided in the formula. 

25. Fig. 75. E. M. 12732. Small fragment of white marble found lSeptember 21, 1932, 
in the late fill in the eastern part of the excavated area. 

Height, 0.065 nl.; width, 0.12 mi.; thickness, 0.023 in. 

Height of letters, 0.015 m. and 0.02 in. 

Fig. 75. Inscription No. 2.5 

The inscribe(d surface is very rough. 

- - - vd 

26. Fig. 76. E. M. 12740. Small fragment of white marble found October 14, 1932, 
in late fill slightly north of the east entrance to the cave. 

Height, 0.055 in.; width, 0.14 n.; thickness, 0.105 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.02 m. 
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. g. ns N. 2 

l?ig. WX. Inscriptioii >'o. 2(6 

The Attic lambdas show 
that the inscription belongs 
to the fifth century B.C. 

27. Fig. 77. E. M1. 12723. Small fragmenit of white miiarble found( Mlarch 12, 1932, 
slightlv niorth of the east enitrance to the cave. 

Fig. 77. Inlscrip)tion No. 27 

Height, 0.12 in.; width, 0.09 iI.; thi(k- 
ness, 0.025 in. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.033 m. 

- - - T1 - - - - 

-- - V7T 

The letters arie carefully cut. The size 
of the letters ind(licates that the fragmenit 
belongs to some dedicatory inscription. 
The (late is probably the fifth cenittury VB.C. 

biut a iimore acculrate dating is impossible. 

28. Fig. 78. E. AM. 12713. Sinall fragmiienit of inscription oni white marble fotunid 
April 24, 1931, in the lower area, niot far fromii the sanettuary of Eros anid Aphro(lite. 

Height, 0.10 in.; widlth, 0.28 in.; thickniess, 0.09 m. 
Height of letters, 0.028 m. 

Fig. 78. Inscriptioni No. 28 

- - - - (T - - - - 

The stone is brokei oin 
all si(des except at the top. 
The letters are carefully ctit 
withouit apices. 
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29. Fig. 79. E. M. 12711. Small fragment of inscription on blue limestone found 
April 23, 1931, slightly north of the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. 

lig. 79. Iiiscription No. 29 

Height, 0.22 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thick- 
ness, ca. 0.06 in. 

Height of letters, 0.028 m. 

. COi - --- 

aTDn - .- - 

A small part of the left edge is preserved. The inscribed surface is comparatively 
rough. This fact, as well as the material on which the inscription is cut, seems to 
indicate that the fragment is part of a boundary stone. If this is correct the last line 
mnigfht be restored dq(o [edit)ov. 

30. Fig. 80. E. M. 12734. Fragment of white marble found September 24, 1932, in 
the late fill of the lower area. 

Heigfht, 0.11 in.; width, 0.23 m.; thickness, 0.065 in. 
Height of letters, 0.023 m. 

Fig. 80. Inscription No. 30 

- - a 'tav - - - - 

28 
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31. Fig. 81. E. M. 12726. Fragment of a base of blue marble found September 7, 
1932, in the surface soil of the upper area. 

Height, 0.055 m.; width, 0.12 m.; thickness, 0.155 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 in. 

AZ-I 

Fig. 81. Inscription No. 31 

- - - - Elag - - - - 

The letters are cut in the concave part of a cyma recta imoulding. 

32. Fig. 82. E. M. 12739. Fragment of a herm of white marble found in the ruined 
church of Hagios Nikolaos on the north slope of the Acropolis. 

Height, 0.40 m.; width, 0.13 in.; thickness, 0.26 m. 
Height of letters, 0.010-0.015 in. 

: X~~~~~~:~ 

* ^st f*Xt 

Fig 82 nciption:No:32 

[- rf] aroEi- - - - - - - 
vrzr - -- - -irevi]4i- 

Front Right side 

At least the front and the right side of the 
herm were inscribed. What is preserved on the 
right side is part of the initial formula of a 
catalogue of prytanies. 
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33. Fig. 83. E. M. 12738. Fragment of white marble, probably part of a herm, 
found in the same place as the preceding. 

Height, 0.30 m.; width, 0.28 mi.; thickness, 0.25 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.008 m. 

Fig. 83. Inscription No. 33 

--- 4 ---LU N - -- Y 

13 4]2Tcbv1o i 11 - - - NOL 

iEi*_- _ 
5 i,'fO,r_Xt7aLo 

Jiov6q o [g] 
Z4bayqIn 'Iqvr[vYojv() 

10 / ?lrrdd[ [e] O V - - - 

]c; aog _ *om[v ov] or [_Jh' ov] 
.','.aflE-Uioq 'EiracpQod>ei[Tov] or [aliov] 
A - - - - - _iE - --EMLN 

? - - - - - 01 ? - - - - - - 

s_1111~~ -l - - - - in- - -_ 

28* 
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The total width and thickness are preserved. A deep groove is cut on each side of 
the block. The surface is so badly worn that much of the inscription is illegible. It 

probably belongs to an ephebic list. 

34. Fig. 84. E. M. 12731. Fragment of white marble found September 19, 1932, in 
the late fill above the east entrance to the cave. 

Fig. 84. 
Inscription No. 34 

Heigfht, 0.16 m.; width, 0.04 m.; thickness, 0.07 1i. 

Heigfht of letters, 0.018-0.02 m. 

-* - -. aI - - - 

f#a 

The forms of the letters in(licate that the (late 
is Roinan, probably the first century A.D. 

35. Fig. 85. E. M. 12715. Small fragment of inscription on white marble, broken 
on all sides, found in a late wall along the mioderni road north of the Acropolis. 

Fig.;85. Inscription N-o. 35 

Fig. 85. Inscription No. 35 

Height, 0.08-5 m.; width, 0.19 In.; 
thickness, 0.195 m. 

Height of letters, 0.012 m. 

-_A) ',4] 4f [v]a' o [0 (?) 

.v (' Ytp Iuov Et'es [rhdhs 

I']qVxOaT [top 

The fragmnent belongs to a list 
of victors, probably from the seconid 
century B.C. 
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36. Fig. 86. E. M. 12712. Kioniskos of blue marble found April 30, 1932, close to 
the east entrance to the cave. 

O r 

'I N. L r :! a 

Fig. 86. Insci iption No. 36 

Height, 0.42 m.; diameter at the top, 0.15 m. 
Height of letters, 0.020-0.025 m. 

I 'abvxiags' 

The letters are carelessly cut. Between the 
alpha and the ypsilon of line 1 a large alpha 
has been inserted, probably after the inscription 
was cut. 

37. Fig. 87. E. M. 12728. Small fragment of kioiiiskos of blue marble found 

September 12, 1932, in late fill in the lower area. 

N1 

Fig. 87. Inscription No. 37 

Height, 0.37 m.; width, 0.155 m.; thickness, 
0.20 in. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.04 m. 

- - - - pct - - - - 

I Possibly this Glauikias is the father of Ilerigenes, 
whose gravestone w,-as fouind at the Kerarneikos, 1. G. 
1111 2783. 
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38. Fig. 88. E. M. 12730. Small fragment of kioniskos of blue inarble found 
September 17, 1932, in a late fill in the lower area. 

Fig. 88. IniscriptioII No. 38 

Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.12 in.; thickness, 
0.045 m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.03 m. 

- - - - - 7rov - - - - 

- - - - 
vri 

- - 

39. Fig. 89. E. M. 12737. Fragmnent of white marble found October 10, 1932, slightly 
west of the asetira-rog inscription. 

Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.40 m.; thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, 0.020-0.025 m. 

Fig 89 Inscription No. 39 

xoqi~,r,i] etov 2'leQOv[TOQ()- 

- -f&'1ccOvxrQ- - - _ 

With the inscription were found some coarse Byzantine vases (p. 348) and two 
Byzantine column capitals of marble. Below the second line of the inscription the 
surface of the marble has been hacked away, probably in order to erase the last 
two lines. 
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APPENDIX 

On the North Slope of the Acropolis several sanctuaries are known to have existed, 
some of which have been identified with certainty (cf. p. 346). But hitherto the East 
Slope has remained almost unknown territory. The large cave' in the middle of the 

p 
1 1w 

A X 

A~~~ 

1, t 

Fig. 90. Plan of Rock-Cut Bedding and Steps on East Slope 

slope has never been properly investigated. A large heap of earth dumped down from 
the excavations on the Acropolis now fills the front of the cave. It is most unlikely 
that this spacious cavern, which in ancient times probably was still larger, was not 
utilized by the primitive settlers in Athens. Recently I discovered some traces of 

occupation which seem to point to a cult in this vicinity. These traces, which have, 
to all appearances, escaped the attention of the topographers, are sufficiently important 

I The early view that the Eleusinion was located in the cave is now commonly rejected. Cf. W.Jtideieh. 
op. cit. pp. 287 ff. and 305. 
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to require a brief description. Above the north edoe of the large cave a rock-cut 

stairway (Figs. 90 and 91) ascends from the edge of the cliff toward the west. Only 

teni rather irregular steps remain. At the top the stairway has a width of ca. 1.60in. 
but at the bottom it is only half as wide. Above the highest preserved step, where the 
rock is very irregiular, the stairway may have beeni imade of separate stones which have 

since disappeared. At a distance of less than two imetres fromti the topmlost step there 
is a smnooth bedding Cult in rock, ca. I. m. long and 0.60 in. wide at the bottom (Fig. 90A). 

Fig. 91. Rock-Cat Bedding and Steps Seeni froi the North 

On the south aind west sides the rtck has been cut away to forni a, rabbet. A small 

cutting at B close to the southwest corner of the bedding may be part of tlle hIighest 

step of the stairway. There are also two sialler cuttings (Fig. 90, C( anid D), one to 
the north, the other to the southwest of the large bedding. Below the stairwav to the 
northeast is a larcre piece of rock which has broken away fromn the hillside. This seeims 
to have been leveled off artificially on top, and on the east side are two long cuttings 

(Fig. 90 E) which miay have served as steps. There is no indication how this place was 
reached fromji below in ancient timnes or howx the stairwav was connected with the lower 
slope. At presenit the ascent is very difficult. Directly belowv the stairway toward the east 
are some modern houses, the roofs of which are lower thani the lowest preserved step 
of the stairwa'y. It iniay be that the lower ledge of the rock has fallen away antd has 
been broken up for building mate-rial. 

It is obvious that the stairway was muade as a means of approach to some object 
that stood on the rock-cut bedding at A. The stairway is turned directly toward the 
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bedding, and there are no indications of steps higher up the slope. Since the stairway 
is cut in rock with considerable care it must have served some important purpose. 
The most obvious explanation is that an altar of some other cult object at A (Fig. 90) 
was reached from below by means of the stairway. The widening of the steps toward 

the top would be necessary in order to allow sufficient space for the ceremonies in 
front of the altar. It is, perhaps, not without importance that the bedding is oriented 
due north to south so that the altar would face directly east. An excavation below 
the stairway might yield some objects that would throw further light on this place, but 
the houses are so close to the ledge that without their removal no investigation can 
be undertaken. The path surrounding the Acropolis at the foot was probably not far 
below the bottom of the stairway. 

OSCAR BRONEE1 
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